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INTRODUCTION

A detailed description of the needs to which this collection of 7esuurees

is responding, the background, the goal types, the goal codes,-and the pot ntial

uses of this collection cif course goals and their supporting neaterial.s are to be

1_ in the accompanying booklet, Course .r__oals General Introduction. lie aim

of that booklet is to provide users of the course goal collect_

Hiolo cal and physical Science, Health Education, Language Ar

in Art,

Math -v- Lcs,

Music , Social Science, and Physical Education with a comprehensive guide to the

revision, and further development of these planning and 'luaLl 1

This brief additional introduction has the more practical goals (a)

presenting a brief orienting overview of the purposes, nature, and potential uses

of the products of the Goal Development Project,

-d and interpret the materials in this collection.

Following is a guide to the contents of the introduction:

The purposes, nature, and potential uses of this Course Goal
collection:

Why do we need to state learning goals?

What kind of goals are in this collection?

How do program and course goals differ from
behavioral and performance objectives? .

Where did the program and course goals come from?

What can the goals in this collection be used fc

Will help be available for evaluating attainment
of goals in this collection?

(b) demonstrating how to

Is this the final version of the program and
course goals? . . . . . . . . . .

lay-e

2

5

10

How to read and interpret the materials in this collection . 11

Points of special interest about the course goal
collection in Physical Education . 18



do we need

__21:1Lant.t 1

,f_a!:e learn'

t; -11!r,C

Ii the basic purpose of education 14 ro help learncrs

change, then educators and learner s t decide and ct. nicatc t

and

anther what directions that growth should take and what uhan;;es are

fide and desirable. Parents, st2i ol boards, and the commanit- ahio

have a role to in influencing echic 11 h and

ran he erri -el most ratio ally the prop GiLoc-

n- of that growth and change are shared with theta in clear and expli-

cit goal statements.

program Ind sical'edoeation IHThis collection goals

nonpreseriptive resource for educators and boards of educ-tiou who wish

to design and execute learning plans and policies mere efficiently and

effectively, It is envisioned that school systems will select from this

collection those program goals they substr.ribe schools within a

system will select those course goals they believe ap appropriate to the

needs of their communities and students; and that teachers will devise

experiences and testing methodologies to _. these goals that are appro-

priate to the interests and abilities of their students.

at kind of oals are in this collection'?

Two types of learning outcomes are included in this col ection

program goals and course goals. They differ in level of generality,

with program goals describing broader outcomes and course goals the

more specific outcomes relating to them. Also, they differ in the type

of planning for which they are suited . Program goals usually serve. as

guides to planning and organizing programs at district and area levels.

Course goals:usually serve as ;uides to plannini-, courses in schools

departments, nd classrooms.
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Ar tho c tassro teacher level the coo tit--`- pplls must, under

t !tanslation into insiructIonal goals and learning experiences.

Relying upon the professionalism of teachcis, he Goal Development

Project has chosen not to intrude Lute this evel, which is concerned

with the professional assembling and adapting of resources and method-

ology needed to achieve the course goals.

How au pro--ram and course goal. differ from behavioral and
objectives?

Figure 1 is an illustration front Physical Education of four leveis

of goals. Examples of behavioral end performance objectives have also

been added to show how they differ from the program and course }o al:

defined in the project.

Note that program and course goals clearly specify a desired learn-

outcome. But the "behavioral objective" specifies the method of

ement as well as the desired behavior, while "performnce objec-

tive" adds prerequisites and proficiency level.

The Tri-county Goal Development Project has chosen to produce pro-

gram and course goals which are suitable for instructional planning,

without being constrained by the measurement demands of behavioral obj

Lives ar the prerequisites and proficiency levels of performance objec-

tives. Thus, teachers and students are provided explicit statements of

possible learnings for-which they can accept accountability in ways most

suitable to their instructional circumstances. `l'e teacher and student

are free to select those methods of achieving selected outcomes which

seem most promising within the constraints of their resources and capa-

bilities. This provides for more flexible teaching and learning than

aching machines and other teaching systems based on behavioral and

performance objectives. Such an approach places greater demands on the

rmance



/stem Goal

Program C oal

Course Goal

Instructional
Goal

Behavioral objective
(Method of Measurement
Specified)

Performance Objective
(Prerequisite and/or
Proficiency Levels
Specified)

Figure

The student acquires good Uealth habit s nod
understands the conditions necessary for the
maintenance of physical and emotional well-
being.

The student k rules and is able to appl y
strategies in a variety of physical edt.cation
ac,vities and sports.

r

K. The student knows the body mechanics,
skills for passes in basketball iftcludiug
hand, two-hand, chest, bounce, underhand,
"baseball."

K.

The student is able t perform basket 1 I

using the appropriate body mechanics, farm, and
skills.

The student knows that the following character
istics contribute to the appropriate form for
passing in basketball: (1) fingers grip ball,
(2) arm and wrist impart force, (3) arms extend
for follow through, (4) step is taken in direc-
tion of pass.

Given a list of four characteristics which contri-
bute to the appropriate form for passing in basket-
ball and four characteristics which do not contri-
bute, the student is able to identify the contribu-
ting characteristics.

Given a list of four characteristics which contri-
bute to the appropriate form for passing in basket-
ball and four characteristics which do not contri-
bute, the student is able to identify the contribu-
ting characteristics with 1007 accuracy.



in WiLy and pr ssi cn li Le -fie ler: bu t Iizu; tar crera teuLfal

because of its cons isten moLivat onat principles and its reli

on the trained judgment of the 1- of on the ,tune.

Where did the pro ramandcoursegoals orne from?

The program goals were prepared by the Portland School Dist.riet

Evaluation Department in eL,nsultatiun With admi_ Ceacher:i, Phut

curriculum specialists throughout the metropolitan Portland area. Aw

course goals were developed by outstanding teachers guided by such models

and guides as were available, and supported by to - county and Oregon tale

Board of Education curriculum and evaluation personnel,

More than 40 local school districts the trl- county area IA meLro-

politan 17_ tland are.active in the Project. This has been achieved through

the leadership of the intermediate education districts of the three

counties. Representatives from Oregon school districts outside Lhie metro-

politan Portland area, from Washington State, and from private ool sys-

tems have also made valuable contributions.

Its broad base of participation strengthens the Project in a number

of ways. First, it provides greater financial and personnel support than

any single participant could provide. Second, it makes it possible to

draw upon a large and nationally representative pool of teacher talent

in organizing goal development committees. Third, it provides a widely

representative testing ground for the theories and products of the Project

in less than two years there have already been substant=ial payoffs.

Reports indicate that even the critique collections have been used exten-

sively in curriculum development and evaluation the past year and summer.

School districts contribute services of teachers to the Project,

using local curriculwn funds. Other current sources of support are the

Oregon Board of Education, the Small Grants Program. of the Regional



flee of the U.S. OffiC0 of Education, nd eurrleu m and ovnliiaLion

funds of the iiccltnomah, Clackama6i and Washington Countv fnfeinnediWe

Education Districts and the Portland Public Schools.

The contributions of the Oregon State Department of Education and

USOE are small in terms of the total budget of the Project, but

involvement is significa 'tie Project' goals are consistent with

the State's interests in better educational m igement practices and

instructional improvement. State involvement hos already proved impez-

tent in disseminating products, and the Project has had an influence on

state developments in PPM and educational goals at the legislative

and state board level. Finally, USW' involvement_: provide future

poLentials for national dissemination and involvement.

can the goals in this collection be used for?

School systems may u collections as a Yardstick b

measure the 0e:i.and cLives ahead in use. Goals and

objectives of local courses of study and textbooks can be contrasted

with the goals in this collection to see how complete they are and how

well they provide for different interests, abilities, and levels of

achievement. They can also be evaluated for conciseness, clarity, and

accuracy using these course goals as models.

These kinds of studies can be undertaken by teachers from all levels

of a school system (to assure articulation and philosophic unity); across

grade levels, divisions, or high school departments (to assure agreement

as to goals and ways and means of attaining them) or by individual

teachers.

A related use of the goals is as a s inins oint for rove

the schools should teach and the materials to be used t teach

The logical sequence'of discussions about what is important to teach and

learn is to move from broad policy goals to program goals to course goals,



nppropr_aLc commuiLy-h h-r- (ndeut representations

at each level. The taxonomic el ifieations of this collection

serve a a check on higher order goal formulations, and the goals them-

selves can function as generators of lower order objectives and -instruc-

ii:--1 plans.

The project provides an rtant res s,(rce for improving the quality

and extent of participation of students, parents, teachers, school boards,

and other citizens in deciding the mission ot the schools. An intensive

look at the roles of each participating group in gonerat reviewing,

>ntril tin} to, and approving goals will be a future task of the Project,

Another use of the collection is r(22I2Elq!lfmr2is for teachin

accountability. if a school approves 1..11 or part of the course

.;gals for its students, grade level, divisional, or departmental represen-

tatives may choose from them those that are best suited to individual Or

group aptitudes and interests.

It is possible for teachers to review goals with each student and

contract for their attainment if a completely individualized program is

desi is possible to stake out a set of goals for tarp grou

(regular classes, special classes, mini-courses, etc.). In any event, the

goals themselves are sufficiently explicit that means of teaching them and

of evaluating their attainment can be devised and applied individually or

to groups to suit the needs of teachers and management.

Another use of the collection is the itin and develo men

cutirses and el icula . By ngki curricular options explicit and sharable,

the collection can help in the development of new or modified courses of

instruction and the design or redesign of curricular experiences. One

important example of curriculum development fostered by this collection

is cross-disciplinary education. Probably no concept is currently more
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;ihusld i hart "inuerdis iplt;-ary ede-

matter learning are a implicit the to rho() I1L1c 1! r materials

used by teachers, the goals in disclnlinary education ,its nOL hANI(,

even that questionable point of tangible refer ce, ite i c- mLy

Pro_jett, through its extensive coding and retrieval sy:L;Lems,

selection of goals in terms of v -ious comb

educational level, types of knowledge and process career

grant goals, concepts and values, and index

uub;

This tom provioos

important cues for interdisciplinary planning. the goals, eltho

printed in subject collections such s science, social science, rrat;he

matics, music, etc., may be related and grouped to and across subject_

thro g computer retrieval by requesting those goa_ bcari

of the seven code parameters. Thus, for example, a teacher interested in

a unit on marine biology can request goals dealing with related concepts

in science, social science, language, mathematics, or any other sub)ect

field.

A final use of this collection is for long range planning, and s,,stem-

atic control of educational develtnnent, lg,e past few years in Education

have demonstrated that few results of expo- imentation and development are

transportable. The inability of educators to define clear, unambiyueo

statements of desired learning outco an important underl ca

The Tri-county Project is establishing sets of goals that may he used

consistently for instructional planning and evaluation. The sets are

open and are added to each time teachers or curriculum planners specify

appropriate lean -pings not represented 11 the original collections. it

ever, any statement admitted to the collection undi- a rigor s vocess

of statement, definition, and coding to insure !:tat its utility toteaehers

is equal to goals already in the collection.
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These collections will support all curriculum devt'l pmcnt activiLic

in the Portland School System within a year or two, and in many other

sc)ool districts In the tri-county area as well. The stability this will

provide educational experimentation and development is apparent. The

power of the goal collections themselves in promoting good educational

planning and the ease and convenience it affords teachers in that plan-

ning is equally evident.

Other uses can be cited, but districts will discover these. In all

f'the above activities, districts are invited and encouraged to use the

collection selectively and to add their owe goals wherever this collection

insufficient to their needs. We hope that where they do add and modify,

they will use the feedback forms and contribute to the expansion and

improvement of the original collection.

Will hel be available for evajuat is
llec

The principal measurement- related product sought by the project devel-

opers is set of test items related to each course goal. This set is to

he so comprehensive that any teacher who selects a course goal and trans-

late into one or more instructional goals will I be able to retrieve

items, or at least examples of items, appropriate

his instructional goals.

The Project is beginning to define evaluation models appropriate for

assessment of goals in each of the classes of knowledge and process. These

models will be used to guide both psychometricians and teachers in the

development of criterion referenced test items appropriate for measuring

each type of knowledgeknc wledge and process. `Teachers using the course goals dining

the period the items are being developed will be asked to supply copios of

their periodic and final examinations to provide mate ills for a comprehen-

to assess the attainment



live set of test items. Teacher aids for test item development based

the different goal types are being prepared to insure the quality of the

item bank. As soon as theoretical for -.1at-ons relating-to values,

generalizations, and concepts are refined and consistent, similar work

will begin in developing evaluation models and items for those classes

of learning. This work should take two to five years to complete, e Tid-

ing on resources.

Is this the final version the am and coursegailla?.

No. In the development of both the program and the course goals, an

effort de to make them comprehensive, realistic, aid Leiediately

applicable to schools as they are currently organized. At the same time,

these goals and the taxonomy are to be revised and improved as they are

subjected to use and scrutiny by teachers and curriculum personnel. This

is to be accomplished through the feedback instrument distributed with

these goals.

As time passes, new goals will be called for For this reason a

provision is being made for the continual review and revision of the goals.

This will be largely dependent on feedback from the field. Thus, what is

being created is a complete, dynamic, open system for goal-based learning

and evaluation. Such a system will be a useful resource to all those see

ing to improve their understanding of what should learned, how it should

be learned, and how evaluated.



how 11211721t ls in thi oat ctrl

Following this introduction there are few s of indexes for rut'ving

course goals (indicated) by four different colors: subject matter taxonomy,

pink; knowledge and process classifications, yellow; subject area program goals,

blue; and career education program goals, green.

Codes on the course goals refer to the materials on the colored pages. The

colors are to help you find the meaning of a code found beside a course goal,

Below is a description of how to read and interpret a page of course goals and

its codes.

The bulk of the pages in this collection are taken up with the course goals

themselves and their codes. Since our sin here is to learn how to read, inter-

pret, and use these goals, let us look at and discuss a sample page of them from

the physical education collection. (Please see following page.)

The numbered heading(s) of the left hand column of each page of the -ou

,0 Is (4. Team Sports) identify those sections and possibly subsections) of the

t matter taxonomy under which the goals on this page are classified. The

subject matter taxonomy which is to be found on the pink pages in the frovt of

the ht_ serves as a table of contents for this collection.

By looking through the taxonomy, a user can find what topics are covered

and can turn to those in which he is interested. Also, the headings may be

used along with one or _ore of the other codes to retrieve subsets of goals;

f the computerized storage system. Finally, the taxonomies form a compre-

hensive but brief -overview of the topics in each subject area judged important

in K-12 curricula, As such, they form a valuable and convenient tool for

eurrieul m and materials review and planning.

t thing we note in column (1) under the heading "4.2 B sketl

((out, are r.he Course Goals themselves. Some goals in this column have a

cket to their left. The goal' inside the bracket are logically related and

utnv ho ulowod i i n
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COURSE GOALS
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PHYSICAL EDUCATION

c lasketbIlSiLaltt)

I U H V3

K7 S

Movemen
L (..!Chni gut

(C) Psychomof
performai

The student knows the appropriate
body mechanics, form, and skills for
pngses in basketball including: one-
hand, two-hand, chest, bounce, under-
hand, baseball, etc.

The student is able to perform basket- P I U 11 P65 Ali;=vemetit
ball passes using the appropriate body 3 .111licitic

mechanics, form, and skills. 6 (C) Ps _lomuf

8 perfc ratal

The student knows the appropriate I U H K3 o,ement
body mechanics, form, and skills for
executing shots in basketball including:
one-hand, two-hand, set shot, jump shot,
ay-in, hook, etc.

K7 8 c,_!chniou

_ PSychmo ti
performa!

The student is able to perform basket- I U 11 P65 2 (C) Moven:211i_

ball shots using the appropriate body 3 technigut

mechanics, form, and skills. 6 (C) Psychomo

8 performal

rhe student knows various basketball
offensive strategies such as: single
post, double post, high post, low post,
and screening.

U H k7 b StraLe
sport
Judgment

I'he student knows some basic strategies
f man-to-man and zone defense in

basketball.

U H K7 6 (C) Strategy
sport

(C) Judgment

the student knows that team play is an
2ffective strategy for scoring in
basketball,

Fhe student knows criteria for select-
ins appropriate clothing when playing
basketball.

I U H

I U H

K7

K8

6

5

2e (C) Strategy
sport

(C) Judgment

(C) Safety
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mi (2 on he page as we move froth left hr. is headed

ill/P" (primary, intermediate- upper, and higher? . This code pro-

e . the teacher or curriculum planner an estimate of the level or levels at

vhich the learning is appropriate. Many times the nature of the goal suggests

conLI led learning over several levels, in which case all levels involved are

duel. These indications of level are g tive only, for it is evident that

e al'propriato time for learning varies with the interests and abilities of

,.vu

ihe third column is headed "Knowledge or Process Classification .3

The classifications referred to are described at the front of the book on the

yellow pages. All goals are roughly classified as knowledge or process depend-

ing upon whether they deal with something that the student is to he able to

recall or something the student is to be able to do. All goals, therefo

heEn with the words, "The student knows..." or "The student is able to...

The familiar knowledge /process distinction is further subdivided into

t: valve knowledge and seventy-nine process categories to which all course goals

have been coded. It will be noted that these classifications owe a partial debt

to earlier researchers; notably, Benjamin Bloom, David Krathwohl, Robert G1

Henry lbesser, and Ralph Tyler in Education; Robert Gagne and Robert Miller is

Psyc:Iic logy; jean P g L' and Jerome Brun Child Development; and others

At this point the reader may question the reason for the rather detailed

and elaborate system of classifying educational outcome that has evolved during

the Project We have found_ that providing teachers with these classification

systems has resulted in a more critical approach to the writing of goals. A

reacher in attempting to place a goal in its Appropriate category y find that

its intent is clearly related to one of the categories but its form of expres-

sin! does not it ttediatPly identify it with that e ory. By rewording the goal,

the teacher 1 ings the true intent of the goal into sharper focus, and in almost

every instance improves its meaning and clarity. We have also found that the
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detailed classifying of knowledge and process goals prov d s insight into

alternative ways of using them for teaching and evaluation. example,

the K3 and K7 beside the first goal on the preceding page indicate Olat it

may be taught and evaluated either as a goal about the properties of the pass

in basketball (K3) or as a goal about the operations involved in ecut n

of the pass (K7). Work has already begun in analyzing and suggesting to teach

the types of measurement appropriate for each type of knowledge goal. This work

will be extended process learning as rapidly as resources permit.

Column (4) on the page is headed "Subject Area Prosram Coals." In this

column we find the number of one or more of the program goals found in the

front of this book on the blue pages. The definition of this type of goal

and its relation to course goals was discussed earlier. Here it is enough

to recall that program goals are more general than course goals and that a

set of program goals should constitute a description of the major overall

learning outcomes expected from a program. Each course goal is cross coded

to the program goal(s) to whose attainment is most directly related.

Column (5) on the page is headed " "Career Education P 0 ram Goals." In

this column we may find the code of one or more of the Career Education pro-

gram goals found in the front of the book on the green pages. Career educa-

tion, as envisioned by the coders, concerns the total life of an individual,

including day-to-day living, vocation, avocation, and leisure. Nearly every

course goal bears at least an indirect relationship to career education viewed

in that manner. Only those course goals, however, which have a "direct" rela-

tionship to a career education program goal have been coded to that program goal.

A "direct" relationship was Interpreted to exist between a course goal

and a career education program goal if a teacher could easily and naturally

attach some career meaning to the instruction relating to that course goal

and thus readily integrate the teaching of career education into the teaching



his subject_ The restricti-- of the coding° to direct relatiot

defined means that --dings to career education pr- _ ;40

El8

els are vela-,

, rare in the parts of the physical educati_n t collectiontive course

containing goals dealing with the kn -71edge and skills about details of sports

and Mmes. This coding to the career education program goals is found, however,

more among the goals dealing with such topics as attitudes, values, ime

Spc s, leisure, fitness,

A reader should no,_ e that because a course goal is cross coded to

career education program goal that he should make an effort to relate it to

career education in every case. That is up to himself and the policies to

which he is responsible. This coding, provides suggestions, not p

for curriculum planning and teaching.

A teacher may use this coding as a help in integrating a lis

escriptions

?line and

carer r education and vice versa, by , ,sking himself the following question;

"When I am teaching this goal, is there some aspect of career education that

can usefully and naturally be brought to the attention of my students ? "" The

cross coding, where it appears, suggests there may he and what the aspect is.

The career education code used with these goal collections makes them the

first operational resource for "integrating career education and the rest of

the curricula. "" Naturally a great deal of work has to be done to refine and

extend the beginning which the present cross codings represent.

The coding "Other Related Content T--onomy _Headings" under co -6'

ovided since goals are often rightly classified under more than one sub-

ject heading. The numbers in this column refer to the taxonomy on the pink

pa es at the front of the book. For purposes of computer retrieval, itis

possible to request all goals which. deal with a particular subject heading,

and to extract not only the goals placed under that heading but also all

other goals cross - referenced to it wherever they are located in =h collection.
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While this cc apability presently exists only within a sub j-.-c° tit Id, it lutet-

will be provided among subject fields. rations of time presented the

course goal developers from cross coding the physical education goals as com-

pletely as they would have liked. This will be remedied in revision.

Co (7) on this page is headed "(C) _ConceIDQ(VLLY2) -Va

'['his form of code is one of the newest and potentially most useful ways

describe and retrieve sets of goals, especially for interdisciplinary learning.

Although explicitly singling out the concepts aad values dealt with in o=ils:

is theoretically very interesting and- useful, in practice it is very difficult

since no valid lists of such concepts and values exist in the various subject

areas. Accordingly, the coding° applied in this critique edition should he..

viewed as experimental attempts made to solicit constructive criticism.

The paragraphs below describe briefly the definitions and procedures used

in applying this code.

Words chosen to characterize values and concepts represent residuals of

experience that influence the way individuals peyceive and behave. Thus, the

word freedom connotes certain behaviors associated with the ideal state. Like-

wise, a word like honesty characterizes a set of behaviors which viewed

societal perspective characterizes an individual as honest. From an educator's

point of view, the only resources available to help students acquire the

desired concepts and behavioral tendencies are the knowledge and process learn

ings planned for and with students.

The words designating the major concepts to which a goal relates arc

itten beside that goal in this seventh column. Words identifying concepts

are preceded by "(C)" to distinguish them from the value words found in the

same column.

A glance through the subject matter taxonomy on the pink pages at the

it of the book reveals many headings which themselves are concept words.



This dings have not been repeated as concept words on every goal Ender

heading, but only on those which bear the most direct and general rel

cionship to the concept designated.

Especially important in considering the nature of values is the distinc-

tion between the instrumental processes of clarifying and forming values (V2)

and values as end products to be inculcated and strived toward (V1). The

curricular and methodological implications of teaching toward values as end

products are entirely different from those concerned with the processes of

value clarification and formation.

In helping students acquire and strive to attain values (VI), the educator

must rely upon teaching knowledge and skills that have a logical bearing upon

these values. Whore he is concerned with the teaching of value clarification

and formation processes (V2), he must teach such conventional skills as veri-

Eying information, relating information to crit and other methods of

clarifying personal and social values by which the clarification, interp a-

tion, Lad internalization of information can be accomplished. These are the

same processes found in the inquiry and Problem Solving Processes classifie

on the yellow pages at the front of the book and are coded in column (3).

The type of values coded in column (7) of this goal collection is type

(V1). Where a goal may be used to inculcate or help a student attain a value,

the value is named in this column and a "(V1)" is written in front of it. .Where

a process related to value formation is dealt within a goal, it will be a pro-

cess goal. The process will be indicated by the process code in column (3).

Values and attitudes have also been dealt with explicitly at the beginning of

each major section of the physical education taxonomy and in the goals indexed

by them.

ion



Another useful code is the Index Word. Although it c. -s not appear on

the printed pages, ft is keyed to each goal for retrieval in mall the way dour-

went- are coded for retrieval in the familiar ERIC oval system. Users

will have available itsts of index words by discipline and across disciplines.

important set of materials in this manual is the Feedback Instru-

ment. This instrument calls for the minimum information we need from you, the

user, if we are to refine and expand the collection and improve its value to

all u;icro. Additional input is welcomed by phone, word of mouth, carrier

pigeon, atc., after you have discussed and tried out this resource in your

district. Ultim ely, the success of the Project is dependent on this p t.

Points of s eci s about ou e foal collection in Physical Education.

The course goal developers in physical education made the following obser-

vations in response to the project coordinators' invitation to suggest points

for inclusion in this Introduction:

The course goals in physical education are not all inclusive; they
do not include every activity that could be taught in a physical
education class, but an attempt has been made to incorporate a
variety of goals so that the teacher may choose those which best
fit his/her students' needs.

Examples are given {suggested) in some goals to aid the reader
in clarifying the meaning of the goal.

Goals are not included for after-school competitive programs.

The phrase "appropriate" is used throughout to allow for
individual differences. The phrase "appropriate" means
appropriate to the individual at his current level of

development.

The course goals do not include knowledge or process goals
specifically for corrective physical education, adaptive-physi-
cal education, or physical education for mentally retarded.
We welcome suggestions for the addition of goals concerning
these and other related topics.



SUBJECT MATTER TAXONOMY



AT EDUCATION T oliomr

1. 1;asic skills of movement

1.1 Locomotor skills (walking, running, hopping, jumping, leaping,
skipping, galloping, sliding, step-hopping)

1.11 Values

1.12 Skills and safety concepts

1.2 Non-locomotive skills (bending, climbing, falling, hanging,
landing, lifting, pushing:Tulling, stretching, swinging,
twisting)

1.3 Basic sport skills (bouncing, catching, dodging, kicking,
rolling ball, rolling body, stopping, striking, throwing)

Body control activities (perceptual motor activities, coordination,
balance, and flexibility)

2.1 Values and attitudes

2.2 Floor skills (individual, partner, small group)

2.3 Hand and apparatus skills (rope, wand, hoop, parachute)

2.4 Floor apparatus,activities (beam, board, scooter, trampoline

3. Games of low organization (beginning, relay, and lead up game

3.1 Values and attitudes

3.2 Concepts, skills, and activities

4. Team sports (see 1. Basic skills of movement)

4.1 Values and attitudes

4.2 Basketball

(The following units of analysis and development were used in
writing the goals for all the team, dual and individual sport
in this taxonomy:

Knowledge

History and popularity
Terminology and rules
Skills and progression
Body mechanics in skill performance
Strategies

Official and preferred facilities, equipment,
supplies,-and clothing

Safety concepts
Preferred health practices



5.

Process

Develop skills
Application of skills in total activity performance
Analyze and evaluate performances)

4.3 Field hockey

4.4 Flag football

4.5 Gym hockey

4.6 Flag rugby

4.7 Speed away and specdball

4.8 Softball

4.9 Volleyball

4.10 Soccer

4.11 Handball, team

4.12 Water polo

(Baseball, as the other competitive sports, was not included
as a unit in physical education. Knowledge and information
about skills for baseball may be obtained from the softball
goals.)

Individual and dual sports

5.1 Attitudes and values

5.2 Badminton

5.3 Bowling

5.4 Fencing

5.5 Gymnastics (See also 2. Body control activities

5.6 Golf

5.7 Handball

5.8 Paddleball

5.9 Tennis

5.10 Track and Field

5.11 Wrestling



Recreational games

6.1 Attitudes and values

6.2 Croquet

6.3 Quiet games

6.4 Tetherball

6.5 Horseshoe pitching

6.6 Rope quoites

6.7 Volley tennis

6.8 Deck tennis

6.9 Floor tennis

6.10 Paddle tennis

6.11 Shuffleboard

6.12 Table tennis

Lifetime (recreational) activities

7.1 Attitudes and values

7.2 Archery

7.3 Boating

7.4 Swimming and diving

7.5 Self defense

7.6 Cycling

7.7 Angling

7,8 Hiking (back packing)

7.9 Skating (ice)

7.10 Skiing (down hill)

7.11 DenCe (folk)

7.12 Dance (interpretive creative)



Physical Fitness

8.1 Attitudes and values

8.2 Conditioning exercises

8.3 Physical fitness testing

8.4 Weight Training

8.5 Jogging



KNOWLEDGE

AND

PROCESS

CLASS IF I CATIONS



Knowledge' Categories-

Gi Principles and Laws

G2 Simple Generalizations

K1 Conventions: Names and Nomenclature

K2 Conventions: Symbols, Rules, Standardized Processes,
Definitions

13 Properties, _arts, Characteristics, Features, Elements,
Dimensions

K4 Trends and Sequences

K5 Similarities and Differences, Discriminations Cla si-.
fications

K6 Contexts, Locations, and Orientations

K7 Operations, Methods of Dealing with, Functions

KB Cause and Effect Relationships (Costs and Benefits

K9 Crit.eria or Standards

K10 Non Cause-Effect Relationships

P1 Input

22 ILeit
Verification

- Inquiry- Problem Solving Processes-

Acquiring Information

P11 Viewing
P12 Hearing
P13 Feeling (tactile)
P14 Smelling
P15 Tasting
P16 Using sense extenders

Insuring Validity and Adequacy

P21 Evaluating authoritativeness of sources
P22 Evaluating logical consistency and accuracy
P23 Evaluating relevance to desired Learning purposes
P24 Evaluating adequacy for acting or deciding

(comprehensiveness and depth)



1 ' r roc 11:4 organi. intormaion

P3) naming, numiefirig coding
P32. Recording, listing
P33 ClaosicgThg, edtegorizing, grouping, selcciing',

according )0 criteria
1)4 Ordering ..;!tertC:iiV,

P35 Manipulntihg, a,ranging, transforming, comp») log
P36 Eselm,sHsg
P37 !himmnrix-In). abstracting

P4 interprutiny (dunwing i6eaning from datn)

P41 Decoding vernal and non-vorhal symbols
(reading and literal translarin,-,)

inferring, lnre7polating, extrapolating
P43 Analyzing
P44 Associating, relating, equating
P45 Comparing. contrasting, discriminating
P46 Synthesizin
rL 7 Testing against standard or critnrin
P48 Generalizing

Proces.sih.g Using Tniormtitlon lo Produce Now Information

P51 Theorizing, predicting
P)2 Formulating bypotheses
P53 Testing hypotheses
P54 Revising bi,potneses

Lie 0112L4L.1 Acting on the Basis of information

P61 Reacting
P62 Makinr decisions
V63 Solving prohlems
P64 Restructurinr values (adapting, modifying)
P65 Restructuring behavior (adapting, modifying)
P6( Encoding verbal and non-verbal symbols prior

to communication
P67 Creating on the basis of knowledge and process

P7 - OutuLII Communicating Entorma t ion

P71 Vocalizing (non-verbal)
P72 Gesturing, moving
P73 Touching
P74 Speaking
P75 Writing
P76 Using art media (paini-tng, drawing, soulptin,

constructing, etc.)
P77 Dramatizing
P78 Singing, playing instrumets
P79 Dancing



SUBJECT AREA

PROGRAM GOALS



PHYSICAL EDUCATION FROG_ l Gt ALS

The student is able to voluntarily maintain a state of physical
fitness (strength, endurance, and good body condition).

2. The student knows 'he basic structures and functions of the
human body.

The student able to exhibit neuromuscular coordination tech-
niques, agility, balance, and flexibility in a variety of physical
education activities and sports.

4 The student values participation in sports and other activities
throughout life.

The student is able to apply desirable health knowledge and
safety practices when participating in physical education acti-
vities and sports.

6. The student knows rules and is able to apply strategies in a
variety of physical education activities and sports.

The student values the personal qualities of self control,
self confidence, good sportsmanship, and respect for others
that enable him/her to work and play with others for common
goals.

The student values graceful form and movement.



CAREER EDUCATION

PROGRAM GOALS



CAREER EDUCATION PR RAM GOALS

Awareness Exploration
K-6 7-10

Preparation
11-12

I. Attitudes and Values
Toward Self and Others X X

Attitudes and Values
Toward Work X X X

Career Education and
the Total Curriculum X X X

Career Exploration X X

5. Career Preparation X X

Career Placement and
Employment

Regardless of the instructional level at which

each group of program goals is introduced,

continuous development and reinforcement through

the remaining years of education is expected.



CAREER EDUCATION PROGRAM COALS

Attitudes and Values Toward Self and Others

The student knows the physical and emotional benefits of under-
standing and respecting self and others throughout life.

b. The student knows that the major sources of understanding, accep-
tance, and respect of self are understanding, acceptance, and
respect for others.

c. The student knows that success in his career is dependent on
satisfactory interpersonal relationships with employers and
fellow workers.

2. Attitudes and Values'Toward Work

a. The student knows the personal, social, economic, and political
reasons for work in our society.

b. The student knows that work is a dignified human activity which
gives rights to and requires responsibilities from its participants.

The student knows that in our society he is dependent on
and services of others for his welfare and survival.

Career Education and the Total Curriculum

odS

The student knows that skill in job exploration, selection, and
preparation can lead to continuing career enhancement and personal
fulfillment.

b. The student is able to identify career alternatives, select those
consistent with his values and goals, and implement chosen courses
of action.

c. The student knows the physical and psychological reasons for seek-
ing a balance between work and leisure activities.

4. Career Exploration

a. The student is able to evaluate his aptitudes, interests, and
abilities in exploring career opportunities.

h. The student knows the major factors that may affect his .career
opportunities and decisions (e.g., physical, social, economic,
educational, cultural, and technological).

c. The student knows that individuals can learn to function effec-
tively in a variety of occupations.



d. The student knows that every career has entry, perfomm
physical, attitudinal, and educational requirements.

e. The student knows that career choice may help determine f
associates, and status in the community.

The student is able to select a tentative career choice based
upon exploration of a wide variety of occupations.

The student knows that career choice affects the amount and type
of leisure activity that may be pursued.

Career Preparation

The student is able to develop and apply the
behaviors required to perform one or more entry level jobs.

is skills and

b. The student is able to employ the following organizational skills
appropriate to the career of his choice;

1. identify the objectives of a task
2. specify the resources required
3. outline the steps necessary for completion
4. perform the actual operations
5. evaluate the final product

6. Career Placement and Employment

a. The student is able to make an assessment of the labor market to
determine opportunities that will advance his career.

The student knows the educational opportunities that exist beyond
grade 12 for the enhancement of his career skills and his personal
development.

The student knows the advantages and responsibilities associated
with working independently, as a member of a team, and under direct
supervision.

d. The student knows that the acceptance of a task requires the accept-
ance of responsibilities to himself and others.

e. The student know the opportunities for vertical and lateral mobility
within his. career cluster.



COURSE GOALS



I 11,-u-Am L k i i LA o f r".

COURSE GOALS

'(;AT1,)ii

Hasio ,;kills of Vol/went

'''tics able to appr 1 _ely
olect, and safely use basic t

movements as he participates in
s)ort activities.

1.1 Locomotor skills

't'he student knows the appropriate
form of identifying (Joeution charac-
teristic6 of each of the various
locomotor skills including walking,
running, hoppinE0 jumping:, leaping)
skipping, galleping, sliding, step-

TdrIg.

student knows the major locomotor
skills associated with various sport
activities (e.g., running - football,
sliding - basketball).

PAe student knows ways in which
specific locomotor skills may be
used to advantage in various sports
activities (e.g., leaping in football
offense, sliding in basketball guard-
ing.

I U f

fte student knows ways in which the
use or locomotor skills develops and

t intains physical fitnesr,

(C Psychcmo
performance

Pithco:3,

physical
(C) Psychomotor

performance

'oveJrrcnL,

techniques
(C) Psychomotor

performance

((;) Vitn

physical
Kt:wept:mt.,

techniques
(C) Psychomotor

performance

Human growth
and develod.
Fitness ,

thyoical

(V1 ) ,oll-heinr.,

physical



ElaiXATION

Ii: ,khlis of Yovement
1.1 bt.;(7)motur Lkillo

COURSE GOALS

=r 6kill s and 6afety Concepts

nQ student is able to execute each P I U H P62 3 (e) rovoment, tech
7uPomotor skial using appropriate C) Psychomotor

performance

Mio :itudent is able to eyecute P I U H P65 3 (C) Psychomotor
1 c)ccx!otor skills with efficiency arki
rice.

P79 6 performance
(V1)Gracefu1ness

The sLudent knows aspects of safety
which should be practical in performing
each locomotor skill.

F I U H Kt3 2 (C) ;3afety,

precaution;
(C) Psychomotor

erformance
(V1)Responsibil-

ity

.

,



Flon-Locomo
Yovement

.r Skills

1.2: V a1 u

1 U H KU

Kl

I ritnes!;,

physical
(V1 1, -OA -bell

physical_

Yitnest=;,

physi.cal

The student knows ways in which each
I.J11-locomotor skill can be useful in
developing physical fitness and
mqLicle tone.

3 Skills and Safety Concepts

f,e student knows the appropriate
form of identifyillg execution char-
acteristics of non-locomotor skills
including bending, pushing, pulling,
tdisting, falling, climbing, hanLinE,,
droppin (landing), lifting, swing-
_ n,g ,.

he dent knows the non-locomotor
skills used in each sport activity.

P I U H

Ti,e student is able to select and P 1 U II Pat Safety
,:i.coly execute appropriate non- P65
Jocomotor skills when engaging in
various sports activities.

Ti:e student knows aspects of safety
precautions which may be used while

forming each non-locomotor skill.

ri,r, student is able to execute each
n ,r-locomutor skill using appropriate
t;pfety precautions.

P I U H

P 1 0 H P62

P65

5

5

FILnes,
physical
Safety,
precaution:,

(C ) Safety,

precautions



1. 1.ni kills of Movement

COURSE GOALS

PHYs.;TCAL EDUCATTON 4.

; sport Skills

,

P I U H

PIUH

K1

F.e)

Pt6

-

6

hc :tialunt. kiwi tLe appropriate form
..A. ,Necution of the pkisical skills

c to :,..ports activities including

mii throwit.L, houncin6 catching,
Ariking, dodging, kicking and roll-
in, , and body rolling and stopping of
ody !povement.

leA,W(.nt is able to safely execute
!-:.1.j or phy'Jical movements hasjc

) sports activities.

(C) Psychomotor
performance

(C) Safety
(C) Movement

techniques



;'i R DICAL El 9C TON

ELI Control Activities

COURSE GOALS

Co trol actives ies

The student knows the location and use
of pr Lit and non-print materials re-
lated to motor activities in physical
education (e.g., card catalog: llTum-
bling," "GymnasticS"; Reader's Guide:

"1,Y.ercLse," "Trampolinee; periodicals
rddern nistl Mademoiselle Gymnist;

.

area and building -audio-visual catalogs.

"Trampoline," "Apparatus, Gym").

U (C) Rtmourc.

fiLhos,
physical

(V1)Inquiry



Ddy Control Act-iv Lies

COURSE COALS

!!) ATTON t) .

, V clues a- Attitudes

Tho student knows the skills basic to PIUH G2 2 lb Psychomotor

aher activities and sports which are
learned in body control activities.

K7 6 performance

The student knows that body control P I II H G2 2 lb (C) Growth and

nutiviLies enhance growth in: (1)

rilwonpss of body and its relation

L o!,ace, (2) creativity and initia-

K3 6 development
(V1)Well-being,

physical

Live, (3) Iwuro-muscular skills,
(L) perception, coordination) lateral-
ity, balance, etc., (5) muscle tone

and development.

The student knows that body control d G2 2 lb (C) ;,esxTIL

ac Li vities foster other learning

such as: how the body is used, how
it works, how it fits into its
surroundings.

K7 6 (V1)Self -worth

(111)Well-be ilig

physical



ply Control Activities

li-61CALENGATIGi:
1.

COURSE GOALS

lour k ills

'P H: z;tudent knows tunt activities of
rollowing types: .(1) individual

(cark:;orew, heel click, cross legged
.A.:tnd), (2) partner -(wring the dish-

wheelbarrow, rooster fight),
group (iyr'amids).

'hc: student is able to u
floor and hand apparatus
1,ody control.

various

develop

A1P student knows that most floor
activities involve individual, partner,
and small group work of low organiza-
tion.

ntIldont is able to use a variety
uf mimetic activities to develop body
tontro] including mirror images,
follow the leader, form perception,
and animal walk.

The student is able to perform a
variety of creative rhythm activities
which help develop body control
Including "follow the leader, find-
ing new ways to moves identifying
the in rounds, and initiating
rhythm.

The student is able to practice safety
concepts and precautions while par-
ticipatinu in body control development
activities (e.g., protecting non-
padded p7cts of the body, avoiding
collision in group movement).

(C) Movemrit,

techniques
(C) Growth and

development

Dvemen

techniques
rowLh and

development

Novement,
techniques

(C) Growth and
development

(C) Rhythm

al'ety,

precautions



PHYSICAL EDUCATION

hod UobLrol Activities

COURSE GOALS

Fund aid Apparatus Skills

PITH!

I U H

I U H

P I U Fl

PIU11

PM

Kl

-33

P65

K3

K7

P33

P65

5

Adaptation

(C) Adaptation

Vovement"
techniques
Growth and
development

Form
( . Gracefulness

Safety,

precauti

Safety,

precautial,

Tlw student knows the identifying
termu and characteristics of various
Ilan! apparatus and equipment including
ball, rope, wand, hoop and parachute.

The I,udent is able to use various
hand apparatus and equipment in warm-
up w(orciseu and lead-up games
appropriate Lc sports activity
I articipation.

.

The student knows ways to use hand
apparatus and equipment in activities
such as recreation, physical exercise,
lead-up games, and condition

111e student knows ways that, band

apparatus may be used to develop
graceful body movement and form
(e.g., balancing something on head
while walking, rolling hall skipping
rope twirling wand ) .

The student knows rules for safe use
of hand apparatus and equipment in
various activities.

The student practices safety rules
and precautions while using hand
apparatus and equipment.



huu Control Activities

COURSE GOALS

i61CAL EDUCATPA

Floor Apparatus Activities

The student knows the identifying
terms and characteristics of floor
activity apparatus and equipment
including beam, board, scooter,
trampoline.

The student is able to select
appropriate floor apparatus for
de fired types of physical develop-
ment (e.g., beam and board for
balance practice, trampoline for
development of body twist and move-
ment).

The student is able to use floor
apparatus to develop body control
including balance, muscle tone,
direction control.

The student is able to practice
safety precautions while partici-
pating in activities using floor
apparatus.

PIUH 1 Ki

PIUll

PIUH POi
P72

PIUH P33
P65

The student knows safety precautions P I U H I K8
which may be used while participating
in floor apparatus activities such
as: (1) making use of mats and
padding, (2) being careful around
wheels and moving parts, (3) keep.
ing traffic area of floor clear of
small and rolling objects, (4) using
spotters while learning skills,
(5) checking area for clearance when
moving, (6) usinE support while
learning balancing skills.

0

(C) Growth and
development

(C) Growth and
development

(C) Safety,

precautions

(C) Safety,

precautions

(



). mes of Low Orgsniza n

:CAL EDUCATION 10 .

COURSE GOATS

iiarres of Low ization

The student knows the location and
use of print and non-print materials
related to physical education games

of low organization (e.g., area and
building audio-visual catalogs:
"Games, Singing"; card catalog and
subject guide to books in print:
"(lames"; Reader's Guide: "Games")

3.1 Values and Attitudes

The student, knows the benefits which
may be obtained through participation
in games of low organization includ-
ing physical fitness, recreation,
development of leadership qualites,
and development of good sportsmanship.

3.2 Concepts Skills, and Activities

I U I 104

PIUH K7 lb

KS 3c

The student is able to perform the PIUH P61
movement, timing, and rhythm skills P65
required in beginning games including
locomotor singing, tagging, and
partner genies.

The student is-able to perform the
movement skills required in the
following types of tag games:
(1) cameo involving locomotion
skills, (2) games involving body
parts, (3) games involving, home
base.

P IUH P61 3
P65 7

(C) Resources,
_sports

(V1)Inquiry

(C) Growth and

__development
(111)W ell..b6ing

physical

(C) Adaptation

(C) Psychomotor

performance

Adaptat ion

Psychomotor
performance



6ameJ of Low Org=anization

COURSE GOALS

c

-5

6LA:CATION 11.

_1.', Gonoo ' Skills and Activities
Cont.
- .

The student knows the formations P I U H K7
used in relays (e.g., circle and K8
emi-cirele, squads, line with and

without leaders, shuttle, spoke)..

the student is able to perform the P I U H P61 (C) Psychomotor
locamotor skills required in tames P65 7 performance
Such w-3: (1) Gallop Tag, (2) Cat
and Rat, (1) Circus Master, (4)

iquirrel in the Trees, (5) Hound
Ind Rabbit, (6) Two Deep.

:lie student is able to perform the P I U H P65 Psychomotor
lovament skills required in relay 6 performance
Lctivities such as (1) Circle Pass 7 (C) Adaptation
Lelay, (2) Snowball Relay, (3)
ean Bag Pass, (4) Ball Roll Relay,
5) Cross Over Relay.

'he student knows that basketball P 1 U TH K5 2 4.3 (C) Performance
;kills can be reinforced and improved K7 6 level
.hrough a variety of lead -up games K8 7 (C) Adaptation
well as: (1) End Ball, (2) Birdie
,n the Cage, (3) Captain. Ball.

he student knows that football skills P I U H K5 2 11.6 Performance
an be reinforced and improved in a K7 6 level
arioty of lead-up games such as K8 7 (C) Adaptation
1) Ind Ball, (2) Keep Away, (3)
ick Over.

he student knows that soccer skills P I U H KS 2 L.1 (G) Performance
an be reinforced and improved K7 level,
hrough a variety of lead-up games K8 (C) Adaptation
rich acn (1) Circle Kickball, (2)

occer Touch Hall, (3) Circle Soccer.



PHYSICAL EDUCATION

dames of Low Organization

19.

3. Concepts, Skills, and Activities

F I U H K

K7

K8 7

, ___

( Perfo-

level
(C) Adaptation

Cont.

The student knows that softball skills
can be reinforced and improved through
a variety of lead-up games such as
(1) Throw in and Run, (2) Two-Pitch,
(3) Hit and Run.

The student knows that volleyball P I U H K5 2 k. 1 Performance
skills can be reinforced and improved
through a variety of lead-up games
such as: (1) Keep It Up, (2) New-
comb, (3) One-Bounce Volley.

K7

K8

6 level
(0 ) Adaptation

The student is able to reinforce and P I U H P61 2 4.12 Performance
improve sport skills through appro- P65 3 level
priate lead-up games. 6 (C) Adaptation



Team Sports

pl--iys ICA L EDUCATION 13.

COURSE GOALS

4.- Team Spo-

The student knows the location and
use of print and non-print materials
related to team sports in physical
education (e.g., card catalog:
"Basketball," "Football," "Softball,"
"Baseball"; area and building audio-
visual catalogs: "Sport," "Sport,
Basketball"; periodicals: Sports
Illustrated).

I U 1-1 K6 (C) qesources,
sports

(V1 ) inquiry



4. Team Sports

COURSE GOALS

L EDUCATION

14.1 Values and Attitudes

The student knows that putting
individual contributions together
into a team effort requires loyalty,
cooperation, and self-discipline.

P I U H Ka. 7 la
lb

6c

Phe student knows ways in which .0 H K3 7 la
individuals can contribute to team
morale (e.g., tolerance, respect
for others, self-respect, self-
discipline, cooperation).

K8 lb

6c

The student knows ways which the PIUH K3 la
following contribute to sportsmanship: K8 lb
(1) following acceptedaccpted codes of ethics 6c
(2) respecting opponents, officials,
etc., (3) controlling emotions,
(14) accepter victory or defeat.

The student knows that team partici- PIUH K3 7 la
pation can contribute to the ability
to work with others towards a common

K8 lb

6c
-N al and the ability to accept and
meet responsibilities.

Pile student knows how the following U H K3 it

ontribute to graceful Zorn: (1)

nuscle control (strength, agility,
riebility), (2) purposeful
laLterns of movement, (3) efficiency

8

DI' movement, (4) balance.

Phe student knows ways in which team I U H K3 1
sports contribute to mental and 4
thyliical fitness: ,(1) easing mental 7
7atigue, (2) building resistance to

ie, () relieving social tensions,
11),(loveloping muscle tone and
;tren6th.

(V1)Loyalty

(V1)Cooperation
(V1)Self -dis-

cipline
(V1)Sportsm -

ship

(V1 ) Polerance

(V1 . for

oLherLi

(V1)",Jelf-rosp ci

(V1):Jolf-dis-

cipline
(V1)Gooperati

(Vl)Lipor "V

(V1)4)ortsman-
ship

(V1)Cooperation
(V1)Responsible

fleas

(V1)Gracefulnes

V1)Phy$ical
well-being

V1)rental



Te. .-Jports

COURSE COALS

J YS TCAb T UCM,T EON

N.2 H_ ketball

The student knows the major histori-
cally significant facts about the
game of basketball including: orig-
inated in U.b.; invented to provide
an indoor; physically- strenuous, man
contact, team sport.

1s.

The student knows the major facts
relating to the popularity of basket-
ball including: played by both sexes,
very popular in the U.S., played world-
wide, played in Olympic competition.

The student knows the name and uses
of basketball court markings.

The student knows the rules governing
basketball including those which
concern: (1) equipment, (2) officials
and their duties) (3) players and
substitutes, (4) scoring and timing,
(5) live ball and dead ball, (6) out-
of-bounds and throw-in, (7) free throw
(8) violations, (9) fouls (10)
penalties.

[

The student knows terms and symbols
used in scoring basketball.

The student is able to keep a score=
book in basketball.

he student knows the appropriate
body mechanics, form, and skills for
the followirw; phases of basketball
including: receiving the ball, drib-
bling, pivoting, guarding and rebound-
ing.

The student is able to employ basket-
ball maneuvers using the appropriate
body mechanics, form, and skills.

U H

I U H

IUH

I U

I U

I UH

P l U

P I U H

K1
K6

G2

K3

K2

K3

K2
K

K2

K3

P65

K3.

K7

P65

History,
sports

Movement,
techniques

) Psychomotor
performance

Movement,
techniques

(C) Psychomotor
performance



Team Sports

COURSE GOALS

PHYSICAL ET TJC rkT 0 16:

Basketball Cont.)

,

the student knows the appropriate
body mechanics, form, and skills for
passes La-basketball including: one-
hand, two-hand, chest, bounce, under-
hand, baseball, etc.

I U H K3
K7

2

8

(c) i.!_wement,

techniques
(C) Psychomotor

performance

The student is able to perform basket- P I U H P65 2 Nov
ball passes using the appropriate 3 tcfehmcilles

body mechanics, form, and skills. 6 Psychcmotor
8 performance

The student knows the appropriate
body mechanics, form, and skills
for executing shots in basketball
including: one-hand, two-hand, set
snot, jump shot, lay-in, hook, etc.

I U H K3
K7 3

((: ) tInvoment,

t.echri -jr:un

(C) Psychomotor
performance

The student is able to perform basket- I U11-1 Pb 2 (C) rovetm Lt
ball shots using the appropriate 3 tochniques

_
body mechanics, form, and skills. C) Psychomotor

performance

The student knows various basketball
offensive strategies such as: single
post, double post, high post, low
pest, and screening.

U H K7 (C) Strategy,
sport

(C) Judgment

Ti e student knows some basic strat-
egies of man-to-man and zone defense
in basketball.

U H K7 6 (C) Strategy,
sport

(C) Judgment

The dident knows that team play is
an effective strategy for scoring
in basketball.

I U H K7 (C) Strategy,
sport

(C) Judgment

The student knows criteria for select-
ing appropriate clothing when playing
basketball.

I U H K8 (C) Safety



Pi SIG 1,1)HCATION

Li. Team Sports

is

'The student knows that for safety
the playing area in basketball should:
he clean, have non-skid surface, be
free from obstructions, have padding
on the wall beneath backboards.

Basket)all (Oon

The student knows that deliberate
body contact is an unsafe practice
in basketball.

The student knows that after playing
basketball, a proper "cooling-off"
before going outside helps prevent

_respiratory illness.

The student is able to analyze and
evaluate, both in practice and in
games, his performance in basketball.

I UP

PI11H

I U

ty

Safety

C) Safety
V1)1diell-being,

physicai

I U H Evaluation
Growth and
development



PuNm ,)port;,i

COURSE COALS

;1_elc. roeko,,
-0

U H K 11 ' 1:16z,
sports

nrLe ..tudent know; the p.a.jor hIsteri-
ci,Y1: stEniTirult, facts about the
La.rr of ricl; hockey including: dates

to Greek or was introduced
iu the anited L,tates in 1921.

l'ho jtudent tnows the major facts
rolatiA to The popularity of field

U H KLI

Lockey including: plyed primarily
by women in the United Jtates1 played
Ill men's Olympic competition, played
competitively in most Commonwealth
countries.

The adent is the navies of the
eleven _field hockey player positions.

U H Ki 6 ' T'rganiza --I,

team

The student knows the definition of
the Lc.115 related to fouls in field
hockey incluaing: sticks, advancing,
obstruction, off-side, illegal use of
hands, foot stop.

U H K2 6 (V1)6portsman-
ship

The student knows the field hockey U H K2 6 (V1)Sportsman-
rules inclu_lin6 those related to:
play in the striking circle, stick-
handling, use of the feet, scoring.

K9 ship

The student, knows the preferred grip
of the fieP hockey stick in various

U H K3

:inflations including: carrying the
stiQkl dribbling, driving, scooping,
nicking, tackling, lunging.

The student known the appropriate
body mechanics, form, and skills for
offensive maneuvers of field hockey
including.: the fluke, the push pass,
the dodge, and the drive.

U H K2

K3
K7

2

3

(u) Movement,
techniques



TeRm .iporto

COURSE GOALS

I LI

i old nt.

U HThe student is able to tiploy offens e

.--

maneuvers in field hockey ustni,; the

appropriate body mechanics, form, and
skills.

The student i is able to employ the

offensive techniques in a field hockey
game including: triangular passing,
backing up, rushing the goal.

The student knows Lhc appropriate body
mechanics, form, and skills for defen-
sive maneuvers of field hockey includ-
ing: the stick tackle and the lunge.

The student able to employ defen-

sive maneuvers in field hockey using
the appropriate body mechanics, form,
and skills.

The student, is able to effectively
mark (,uard) an opponent in a field
hockey game.

The student Is able to play defense
in a field hockey game using tech-
niques such as: covering, clearing,
tackling back, interchanging,.

The student knows that the responsibil-

,

ity of the backs is defense of the
striking circle in the gme of field
hockey.

The st __It knows that the field

hockey goalkeeper's defense of the
goal includes the following means:
striking (clo alring) the ball trial'
the stick, kicking the ball, stopping
the ball with the hands.

(C) V:ov-

Lechniques
(t;) performance

level

Movement,
techniques

Movement,
techniques

Performance
level

ovemnt,
techniques

) 'Performance

level

Povmn-21

techniques

Movement,
techniques

esponsibil-
ty



_L

osll

1)1

COURSE GOALS

h.3 Field H t.

The sLudent knows the elements related
to body movements of playing the game
of field hockey, such as: wrist action
flexible, trunk inclined forward,
running form relaxed.

The -;tudent knows that the three
halrbacks on a field hockey team are
responsible for playing both offense
and defense.

The student knows that the rive player
forward line is responsible for scor-
ing goals in field hockey.

The student knows the correct position-
ing of clayex:s for field hockey plays
including: 16 yard hit, bully, roll-
in, free hit, corner.

The student knows the characteristics
of the equipment of field hockey
including: wooden stick with curved
blade, one side being flat; snaii
ball made of either hard rubber or
plastic; a coal area at both ends of
the playing field; protective pads for
the goalie and for the players.

The student knows the official mark-
ings and dimensions of a field hockey
playing fild.

The student knows field hockey safety
precautions including: wearing shin
guards to prevent leg injury, executing
competent stick work and footwork,
warming up prior to participation.

U H

U

U II

H

U H

U H

tr H

K3

K f 6

K2

Movement
techniques

(V1 )Respo bil
ity

(Vl)Responsibil
ity

Ka

K2 I 6

K3

Safety,

precautions-



Team Sports

COURSE GOALS

TCAL FD1 IC AT P.N

yield Hockey

The student kno a health practices in
field hockey inclaing: warm up,
cool down; wear suitable clothing for
varying weather conditions; refrain
from play when injured or overly
fatigued.

The student is able to analyze and
evaluate, both in practice and ill

omes, his/her performance in field
hockey.

H K7
K8

(C) Ay
(V1)1Well-being

physical

OR Ph3 Evalus-

Percommtwo
level



Team bports

PHYLA-CAL EIPICATION

COURSE GOALS

.11 Flacotball

The student knows that flag football
is a modification of American tackle
football.

1 U H K (C) 1 1

The student knows the names of the I U H Ki 6 TvadvLIJ
eleven football player positions. K2 team

The student knows the definition of
tens related to the markings on the
football playing area including: goal
line, goal post, scrimmage line, yard
lines, end zone, side lines.

I U H K1

K2

6

The student knows the definition of
terms relating to the play in football
including: huddle, downs, centering,
fumble.

I U H Ki
K2

The student knows the definition of
terms relating to positioning in
football including: backfield,
linemen

I U H K2 6 (C) at 1(

team

7rhe student knows the football offi.,

curl's signals which control the game,

such as foul signals, procedure
signals time out signals.

I U H K2 6

The student knows that penalties in
flag football result in yardage loss
of 5 tb 15 yards.

I U H K8

K9

The student knows that clipping and I U H 0 safety
unnecessary roughness are illegal K9 6 (Vi)Sportsman-
in flag football because of the
possibility of injury.

7 ship
(V1)Well-being

physical



To .ports

COURSE GOALS

h Vlav ro ,ball

!'he stud.2nt knows situations in which
fouls and violations are most likely
to occur in football (e.g., during
kickoff).

The ,t1.1, it knows the rules relating
to fouls and the resulting penalties
in a game of flag football.

The student knows that scering in
football is accomplished by a touchdown
field goal, extra point after a touch-
down, and safety.

he student knows the appropriate
body mechanics, form, and skills for
the Mnneuvers of football including:
the stance, centering, the hand off,
passinc, receiving, running with the
football, and punting.

The student is able to execute foot-
bll mamuvers using the appropriate
body mechanics, form, and skills.

(V1

The student knows the forward pass in
football is one of the main offensive
strategies .

The student knows that the outside
offensive attack is aided by the
lateral pass.

The student-.knows the characteristics
of the basic offensive formations in
football such as: T, split Ti wing T,
I.

I

Sportsman-
ship

(V Sportsman-
ship

F I U

Vovemenf

techniques

I U

Fo5

K7

K7
K8

I U Kl

K3
K7

i0Voment.

techniques

(C) Strategy,

sports

trategy,
sports



'Foam Sports

COURSE GOALS

It .1. lel Football Cont.

l'1 0 stn. A. ;news that the defensive I U H 17 b (0

and offensvn strategies that a team
empl.oys :r --c influenced by the opponents'
strateg it= ,

stil eht knows that gassing strategy
in football includes the follow
intoal pasi) short pass, long pass,
pa:;-.1.un option.

1 U H

K8

t.:

K7

sports

Strategy,
sports

The stud id !mows the formations of
defensive strategy in flag football
including; goal line, 7-2 (running),

U H K3 6 Stra yl
sports

5-1a (passinv).

file studeni knows he markings and
dimensions of an official flag foot-
ball field.

l U H K2

K3

6

TN-, 1 n lint knows that the following

equipment is necessary for a game of
flag football: (1) football, (2)

flai;s) (j) jersey, flags team
identity).

I U Fl K2

K7

6

The :;tudent knows that a safe football
riad is fr(.7e of hazards, such as
brokf glass and holes.

rho student Ls able to analyze and
evaluate his current level of perform-

P I U H

I U H

K

P43

5

.

(c) ,.:

Perfo rrn _Ice

level
ante in a ome of flag football. U (C) rvaluation

(V1)Growth and
development

(V1)Cooneration



F

COURSE GOALS

Pr.;

L, :i

-Thu sLui!ent hi.ou that hockey
team consis i of goalie, centers,
forwards;, and guards.

PIHH K1

The student knows the names of the
gym hockey player positions.

1 lJ H K1 Organ ion,

team

The student knows the definition
the Eym hockey to rms including: off
side, CLoor violation, sudden death,
official's signals, roughing foul, muff,
crease.

P I Li U Kl

'the student knows that gym hockey
consists of three equal periods with
a root between each.

P I U H K2

K9

The student knows that gym hockey P I U H K2 5 (vi )Sportsman-
rule violations include: touching K9 6 ship
Ick ,.il,h hand, having stick too high,

hackinLc, tripping, pushing, blocking
with the body.

7

The student knows the rules governing P I U 11 Kl
.;ozil keeping in a gym hockey game. K2

K9

fh student khows the appropriate PIUH Kl flovement,
Jody mechanics, form, and skills for
the maheuvers of Lym hockey including;

K3 techniques

)as sing, receivint, a pass, guarding,
Stick handling, goal tending, shooting.

The student is able to employ gym
iockey maneuvers using the appropriate

P I U H PO 5
. vement,
techniques

,ody mechanics, form, and skill.

'he student knows that the wrist flick
;hot is the preferred shot in gym
lockey.

P I U H K1 Novement
techniques



COURSE GOALS

, 1 iiockoy (Cont.)

Plif t.t lent knows the elements of gym

:lockey Aategy, such t:s: passing
to pack !tround, playing your position.

1 U H ('i) l'CWTIerli,,

technLques
(C) Strategy,

sports'

17h,, stucieht kne4s several gym hockey
if i o n ti atcljcs (c.c.) staying

1 U H K7 6 (0 ',Iovement,

technique

(,:a:1 I.-) Jour opponent; watching the

Ick) playir4: up the middle).

(C) Strategy,

sports

the . knows that team work is
an ilvortaht aspect of strategy in

PIUH K 6

7

(C) Strategy,
sports

Lhe i, :U r of am hockey.

`ite ;,Lufi nt. knows that the equipment

needed a gym hockey game includes
a stick for each player, a goal for
each team, a puck, a means of dis-

'IUH Kl

K3

Linvishing each team.

The stt.itent knows the characteristics
of safety factors for stick handling
o gym hockey including: handling

the stick and checking.

P 1 U H- K2

K3

3afety,

The student knows the following health
a:Jpects should be observed in gym
hockey: (1) warming up, (2) cooling

off before going outside, (3) reporting
all injuries.

P1UH K3 (C) L-,alety

(V1)Well-bed
physical

The student is able to analyze and
evaluate his performance in gym
hockey, both in practice and in games,

including: his observance of rules
and safety factors, and his employment
of game strategy.

P I U H P65 Evaluation

Growth and
development



AL EDI

Li. Team d port;

27

COURSE GOALS

Flag Rugby

The student knows the definition of
flag rugby terms including: left
hp flag tackle, scrimmage.

The student knows the rules governing
flag rugby including those regarding:
number of players, playing time,
fouls (penalty kick).

The student knows the rules for
player positions in flag rugby in-
cluding: forwards, halfbacks, full-
backs, goalie.

The student knows the rules for
scoring flag rugby: try, conversion,
field coal, penalty kick.

The student knows the rules related
to goalkeeping in flag rugby including:
restricted to goal area, running with
the ball.

The student knows the rules governing
situations in flag rugby: fumble,
out-of-bounds, blocking, tackling.

The .student knows the appropriate

body mechanics, form, and skills
for maneuvers in flag rugby including:
punt, drop kick, receiving, passing,
place kick.

The student knows that flag rugby
skills include the following: con-
tinuous action, throwing, catching,
dodging, kicking, and pursuing.

The student is able to employ flag
rugby maneuvers using the appropriate
body mechanics, form, and skills.

K2

K9

U 1 t K'

K9

H K2

K9

U E1 K2

K9

U h K3
K7

U11 K3

K8

P61
P65

(V1 ) ports_

ship

(V1 )Sports -1=

ship

(V1)Sportsman-
ship

(V1)Sportsman-
ship

(C) Vovement,

techniques
(C) Psychomotor

performance

(C) Psychomotor
performance

(C) f°ovement,

techniques
(C) Psychomotor

performance



I CAL EDUCATION 28.

COURSE GOALS

L.( Fla- tn. y (Cant.)

-1$ r student knows offensive strategies
In flag rugby including: hand-off,
fak dodging.

1 1 K3

Ka

6 (C) Strategy,
sports

Th( Audent knows de en ive strategies
t 'lig rugby including: the half-

nrwi- and fullback assignments.

U H K3

K8

6 (C) Strategy,
sports

T1- udent knows strategies for
a uncing the ball in flag rugby

U H Strategy,
sport*

IA luding: carrying the ball (run),
passing, kicking (punt, drop kick or
-dace kick).
L-

The u tudent knows the equipment used

for flag rugby (e.g., flags, flag
hilt, scrimmage vest, playground ball ).

U H K2

K3

K9

6

the student knows the safety concepts U H K2 5 (C) safety
in flag rugby (e.g., avoidance of
unnncessarz roughness, non-contact--

Ka (V1 )Sportsman-

ship
personal

The student is able to evaluate his U H P61 Evaluation
playing performance during the game P65 3

of flag rugby, such as: (1) team- 6

work, (2) strategy, (3) passing
ability, (4) receiving ability, (5)
kicking ability.

8



UAL ilL;AT FOM

COURSE GOALS

h.?

The student knows the names of the
official markings on a speeaway
(speedball) field.

Thy student knows the names of the
ositions on a speedaway (speedball)
eam.

e student knows definition of
errs in speedaway (speedball) in-
cludin: ground hall, aerial ball,
:ck-off pivot, attacking team, and
defending team.

The student knows the definitions of
the speedaway

k oedball) terms
relating to an aerial ball including:
volley, juggle or air dribble.

io student know the definition of
=- edaway (speedball) terms relating

stopping the ball includinE:
eking the ball, trapping the ball.

ie student knows the definition of
st eedaway (speedball) terms relating
to kicking including: drop kick,
place kick, punt, dribble.

The student knows the definition of
the following terms related to scoring
methods in speedaway: field goal,
drop kick, touchdown, penalty kick,
end coal.

The student knows the definition of
the following terms related to scoring
methods in Spee6pall: touchdown, try
for point, safety.

Organizat
team



COURSE OALS

po away and_Speedball A

rules, governing
ape daway (spnon=
including: tie ball, free kick,
penalty corner, out-of-bounds.

Thn st.hdent knows the rules of speed-
away opcedball) including those
c:overning; team players, boundries,
iength of game, fouls.

Thu sthdcnt knows the penalties for
ruin infarctions in speedaway (speed-
ball) (e.g., free kick, corner kick).

-The student knows the relationship
of speedaway (speedball) to soccer,
bziOcetbali, field ball, field hockey,
ani football.

T .o Audent knows the appropriate body
mechanics, form, and skills for speed-
awa:i (speedball ) aerial maneuvers

including: volley, juggle or air-
dribble.

sportsmen-
ship

(V1)4ortsman-

The student knows the appropriate body
mechanics, form, and skills for speed-

away (speedball) maneuvers relating
to stopping the ban including:
blocking, trapping (sole of foot,

front of legs, inside of legs).

The student knows the appropriate body
mechanics, form, and skills for con-
vnrlon maneuvers including; one foot
left to self; two foot left to self
loft to teannate.

K3

3

6
8

K3 2

K7 3

6
8

Spor
ship

(C) Novement,

techniques
(C) Psychomotor-

perfo,emence

Tovement,

techniques
(C) Psychomotor

performance

Novement,
techniques

(C ) Psychomotor

performande



-,nrfner re`AATC
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k.7 -. away and 5peedball (Cont.)

Tho student knows the appropriate body
mechanics, form, and skills -for speed-

away (speedball) kicking maneuvers

U

.

K3

K7

8

(

ihcludin! : drop kick, place kick,
punt, dribble.

The student is able to execute speed- I H P6 2

away (speedball) maneuvers using the 3

(
appropriate body mechanics, form and 4

6shills.

8

The student . able to apply his U H PU; 4
knowlokc and skills of speedaway 6
(:,-Teedball) to a game situation.

Ti sthdent knows the three halfbacks U H K7 3

in speedaway (speedball) are respon- K8 6
sible for playing both offense and
defense.

7
.

The student knows that forward line u H K7 2

players in speedaway (speedball) are K8 3
primarily responsible for scoring 6
goals. 7

The student knows that the fullbacks U H K7 2

and goalkoeper on a speedaway (speed- K8 3
ball) team are defensive players. 6

7

The student knows the strategies U H K7 3
related to the player positions in

speedaway (speedball) including:
K8 6

markik, interchanging, covering
triar/,ular passing.

The student, knows the official equip-
rent needed for speedaway (speedball

U H K2

K3
6

Lechni(

C) Psychomotor

perforilance

c) Psychomotor
performance

C) Growth and
development

C) Psychomotor

performance

N1 )Pespcns ibil-
ity

V1)Respon bill

ity

(C) Strategy,
sports



4. Team Luorts

COURSE GOALS

AL JCATION

4.7 Speedaway and Speedball Cont.).

The student knows that the following
safety concepts are desirable in
playing speedaway (speedball): play-
ing position, avoiding body contact,
wearing appropriate footwear.

U fl K3

K8
5 (c) 6a eV

The student is able to analyze and U 11 P113 2 valuation
evaluate his current level of perform- 4 Perfomance
&nee in speedaway (speedball), both in 6 level
practice and in games (e.g., skill in
playing his position, working with
teammates) .

8 (c) Growth and

development



PHY61C,- b EDUCATION

COURSE GOALS

!4.f3 'Joftball

Tbr student knows that the game of PM 02 4 (C) Histo-
softball originated t the game of
baseball.

Idi

K6
sports

-The student knows the symbels and
broccdures used in softball scoring
including: inning, runs, hits, errors,
batting order and substitution, posi-
tion numbers.

I U H K2 6

The student is able Lo score a game
of softball using the appropriate
symbols and procedures.

P3

17'66

The student knows the names of the
different softball positions, such as:
pitcher) catcher, etc.

I 0 11 Kl Dirg qtio
team

Tho student knows the primary responsi-
bilitics or each player on a softball
team including: playing position,

__blang batter, and covering bases.yi

I If Ft K 6 (C) CTEariitio
team

(V1 )Respor ibil
its

'Pte student knows the definition of
the terms relating to the softball
facility including foul line, back-
stop, t a.ses, home plate, pitchers

plate, batter's box.

I IJ 11 K2

K6

The student knows the definition of
softball base-running terms including:

PI' H K2 6

base-path, running in order, stealing,
egging up on a fly ball, legal advance,

taggin6 Lire runner, over-running the
base.

'lie student t krww s the definition of
softball batting terms including:

P-1011 K2 t7

L,winc,ing, bunting, balls, strikes,

foul balls, fair balls, and batting
box.



gt/

H

A
4 .

14: r

U 51 K2

71-fr.r: '77g Y TA n Is?

'w0.4-in7 '.,n-;%e%-f-7,::::,_7..-,, c
f :

'..J.1-,-- ul;--,.,n w. A,-,-C....1-ang T-' I
,

,

7:7.-h .9 nt. 1-7.-;10,49 -..].)c. !.7.;',11r6priatiA iP T U-

;

,

;' KJ
sk.::.als

c. itg I

, T ,

,

TkTht?. knoT4s enpr=rintq I U H
41116

1. -:-L: 1.!1= tri

I4a

FU1 ,.7.portsman-
, ship

i(V1)Sporteman-
C ship

(vi Sport= -,-
ship

Movement
techniques

(C) Psychomotor
performance

(C) Movement
techniques

(C) Psychomotor
performance



e port

COURSE GOALS

ofthall -3ont.)

Ti- t,:t,udLot, kno7ew tNe apmropriate

I:Ouy mKAlanics, form, anti skills for
Lhc maneuvers of base-running in

ftball including starting, running,
sliding, irld tarring.

'rile studonL knows the appropriate

b,,)y mchanics, form, and skills for
i.14 maneuvers of batting in softball
.including: swincing, bunting,, arid
pitch selection.

i1J, sLuccent is able to omploy softball

ii,iineuvers using the appropriate body

(lichanics, form, and skills.

The student is able to execute the
softball skills necessary- for his
participation in a game.

Tile student knows the strategies
hidh apply Lo 2ieldinc in softhall
ieiudiic; positioning for the

hatter; 'covering bases, positioning
nnd playing for the out.

The student knows the'strategios
which ;q1ply LO batting in softball
including: variety of swings and
placement .of the ball.

T1 ,o :J..-Adont knows the strategies

which apoly to throwing in softball
including: throwing to the base
alied of the runner and relay throws.

PlIe student knows the strategies '

vhich Apply to pitching in softball
iholwiing: varyir% types .of pitches,
making pitches go over the plate,
intentional walk.

V,D11(liM:ON

P61
P65

(C) Psychomotor
performance

(C) Psychomotor
performance

(C) Movement
techniques

(c) Performance
level

(C) Psychomotor
performance

(C) Strategy,
sports

(C) Strategy,
sports,

(C) Strategy,

sports

(C) Strategy,
sports



COURSE GOALS

"It L EJI

8 fball t=ent

T U H

1 U H

K2

K5

h2_

k 1- a , Lt i $

(c)

The student knows that, the _ e are

diCrerences between a fast pitched soft
bill and a slow pitched softball inL
eluding flight of pitch, no. of players_

the student knows the characteristics
of a desirable softball facility
including; ground surface, grass,
backstop, f- d benches.

The student knows the various types
of desirable softball equipment
including: softballs, bats, gloves,
mitts, chest protectors, face masks,
bases, and shoes.

1 U H K2 6afety

The student knows that the following
safety concepts are desirable in

P I U H 17
K8

Playing softball: calling for fly
balls; keeping non - batting members
of the batting team behind a screen;
dropping the hat at the plate after
hitting; wearing protective equipment
such as mask, mitt) gloVe, chest
protector.

The student knows that the following P I U H K7 (V1)Well-being
health practices are desirable when
playing softball: warming up arms
and legs before throwing, hitting
or stretching.

K8 physical

The student is able to analyze and I U H Ph2 :;valuation
evaluate his performance in softball,
both in practiceand in games (e.6.1
various skills, playing position,
strategies).

P13 ' 'erform

level

Growth and
developmen



COURSE GOALS

VoLleyball

"11 5TCAL P UCA ior

The odepL knows that the game of
volleyball originated in the United
-,tatcs.

Pho :itn(lunt knows that variations of
LLe volleyball game are popular,

as: power volleyball, recrea-
Lional volleyball, and modified voney-
ball.

1The student knows the official rules
scoring a j ame of volleyball.

stuient kr. utas the definition of
terms including: blocking,

U hall, out-of-bounds, screening,
piked hall, set.

Phe student knows the dimensions of
the of volleyball court, such
as: court size, height of net, etc.

The stmmf.1 nt knows the volleyball rules
relating to the play of the ball
includint,: simultaneous contact,
lumber of contacts per team, successive
contacts.

The student kncavts the volleyball rules
relating to the make-up of the teams
if number of players and
position of players.

he sLudent knows the rules relating
L, violations And the resultant
prielties which regulate the game of
volleyball.

The student knows the duties of the
volleyball officials including

:

.:corers, referee'umpire, time keeper,
limesman.



COURSE COALS

'TCAL -!1TTICATTON

Volleyoall (Gone

The student is able to apply the rules I U H P65 3

of scoring in a game of volleyball. 6

The student knows the appropriate I U K3 2 (C ) Movement
body mechanics, form, and skills 3 technique;
for the maneuvcrs of volleyball 6

including: serving (overhand, under-
hand, roundhouse), setting, spiking
(hard, soft), passing (overhand,
oass-volley, forearm pass, underhand
dig), blocking, diving and rolling,
playing the ball from out-of the net.

8

The student is able to employ volley- I U H P61 3 (C) Psychomotc

ball maneuvers usine the aTropriate
body mechanics, form, and skills.

P65 performan(

The student is able to participate in
a volleyball game applying learned

1 U U P65 3

a

(C) t,'.ovement,

technique:
_skills, rules, strategies. C) Psychomotc

performanc

-The student knows the strategies
involved in defensive positioning
for countering spikes in volleyball
including: backcourt coverage and
blocking.

I U H K7
K8

6 (C) Strategy,
sports

The student knows the volleyball
strategies involved in the pass-set-
spike maneuver.

I U H K7
K8

6 (C) Strategy,
sports

The student knows the strategies
involved in playing different offen-
sive positions in volleyball including:

I U H K7
KS

6 (C ) Strategy,
sports

setting, spiking, and backing up
players.

The student knows the equipment and
facilities needed for playing an
official volleyball game including:

1 U H K2

K3

ball, court and net.



COLT

I U i G2

K8

e,tt'ety: i : ti,, :inrtt knows that for reason; of
'-ety, Ltle volleyball playing area
:lif be free from obstacles.

Tle Jtu,:ent knows the safety aspects I U H
L ted to Lands any fingers contacting_ 1(8

LI r vollc)ball.

il y Awient knows that, nlayin his 1 U H ._ a L._:
1.0,dLi_os i.n volleyball contributes
to player safety.

0

.t :it 1.'..i is able t© evaluate and I U B NJ Ilt

:inni:iy.f, ;.is purformanee in volleyball,
hoLh ih -,rsctice and in games (e.g.,
-,;- n serving, spiking, etc.).

Performance
tevel

Growth and
development



EDIIC
40.

COURSE GOALS

4.10 Soccer

I U H

I U A Kl
K2

(C) History,
sports

The student knows the historical
development of the game of soccer
(e.g., English origin in the 1800's,
international popularity).

the student knows the definition of
the terms relating to field markings
in soccer including: goal, goal line,
goal area, penalty area, penalty kick
line, center line, corner kick line.

The student knows the definition of
the terms relating to soccer skills
including: blocking, dribbling,
kicking, punting, heading, passing,
throwing--in, tackling, trapp
volleying.

P I U I3 K1
K2

6

The student knows the definition of
the soccer terms relating to the ball
in play including: kick in, out-of-
bounds, roll in, scoring, offside.

I U H 1:1

K2

6

The student knows the definition of
the terms relating to player positions
in the game of soccer including

_

forwards, full backs, goalkeepers,
half hacks.

I U H K2

The student knows the definition of
the terms relating to fouls in
soccer including: kicking, tripping,
jumping at opponent, charging,
striking, holding, pushing, offside,
illegal kick, illegal substitute.

I U H K1
K2

The student knows that a soccer game
begins with a center kick.

I U H K2

K9



r ;(:,ATT(,)!I

,. ont.)

Ti :c st.u: er,t knows that a soccer' beam
is composed of eleven players.

I U H K2 6 (C) Organization
team

The bLudc rlt knows the rules applying
the 'co1.1 owth, kinds of kicks in

tic' gal,,;, or soccer including: free,
penalty, i oal, corner, center.

I U H Kl
K2

'H , studcnt knows the appropriate I U H K2 (C) Movementbody mechanics, form, and skills for
the maneuvers of soccer including: 6 techniques
blocking, dribbling, kicking, punting,
bnadint; passing, throwing in, tackling,
trapping, and volleying.

The student is able to employ maneuvers I U H 1J61 (C) Movementof soccer using the appropriate body
mechanics, form, and skills.

P65 6 techniques
(C) Psychomotor

performanceThe si. Ident knows that the fundamental
tow L;k- i 11 soccer is the ability

I U H K7
K8

2

to control the hall. 6

The student is able to apply his
knowledge (skills, rules, strategy)
to soccer in a game situation.

I U H p65 6 ( Psychanotor
performance

-rho student knows the different way_ s
to score goals in a soccer game
i i seluding c field goal, penalty goal.

I U H K2

K7
6

Tie etuioent knows the strategies
involved with e ach player position
on a soccer team.

I U H K7
K8

(C) Strategy,
sports

The student knows that accurate passingis ha.ic to the execution of team
play strategy.

I U H l7
K 3

6 (C) Strategy,
sports



; 1.11.111c,.

COURSE GOALS

1 a)ccor -_

1 U ti 2
v3

The student knows th
. cilities .: n i

equipment needed for an official game
of soccer.

The student knows oaret r G, )ts

relating to soccer includin : wearing
propel' footwear, keepinc the ball low
to the :obnd, beadinc, (low ba110,
not using toe to kick ball, not
charging the goal keeper.

I I; H N, afet2;

ourtmes
Vi)Well-being,

physical

Tne student is able tc analyze and
evaluate his perionmance in soccer,

_h in practice anu in gml:es (e.g.,
kicking, trapping, punting, strategy ) .

I U H Ph3
P65

2

3

6

B

,tialuat,

(C) Performance
level

(C) Growth and
development



Team orts

T Cl

COURSE GOALS

/1.11 Handball, Team

The student knows that team handball
has been developed fran the. games of
football, volleyball, basketball, and
soccer-.

Tie student knows that team handball
gained its popularity in the United
tates.through promotion by the

military forces.

The student knows that a handball
teem consists of seven players.

The student knows that the defensive
players in team handball are line
players and chasers.

The student know- that the players
who make up the offensive line in
team handball are wings, circles,
and chasers.

The student
be advanced
running not

The student
is the main
handball.

knows that the ball may
by dribbling, passing, or
more then three steps.

knows that a circle manner
scoring position in

he student knows the body mechanics,
form, and skills for team handball
maneuvers including: passing, drib-
bling, pivoting, running, and throwing.

The student is able to employ the
maneuvers of team handball asing
appropriate body mechanics, form, and
skills.

I U

I U tl

U fl

I U H

I U N

I U N

IUif

I IT It

K2

K3
K5

Kl

K2

K3

K2

K3

K1

K3

P61

P65

6

6

6

2
3
6

(C) Histor
sports

(C ) Organizati

team

6c

6c _vement
techniques

(C) Movement
techniques

(C) Pvehomoto/
performancc



1 AT IT

Team oports

COURSE GOALS

)1.11 handball, Team

The student knows that team play is
a vital stratevy in offense and de-
fense in team handball.

The student knows that team handball
is played on an indoor court approxi-
mately one and a half times the size
of a basketball court.

"he student knows the elements of
safety associated with team handball
including: clear playing area, floor
surface skid free, spectators away
from playing area, roughness rules.

The student is able to analyze and
evaluate his performance in tear
handball, both in=practice and in
games.

(C) Strategy,
sports

JafeLy

(C) Xvaluation
(() Performance

level
(C) Growth and

development



PhYji__AL dATEON

4.t2 dater 1-olo

'"he student knows the tees -ed
to water polo including goal, goal
throw, corner throw, penalty threw,
'ace off.

the stud knows the rules related
to ,rater polo including: playing area,
oals, uniform, playing time, teams,
starting, scoring, fouls.

ie s tudent knows the appropriate body
lechanics, form, and skills for the

uevers of water polo including:
owing, catching, swimming.

The student is able to employ maneuvers
of water po] o Using the appropriate
body mechanics, form, and skills.

The student is able to apply his
knowledge, skill, and strategies in
a !-ame of water polo.

Ph,' student knows water polo strategies
suss as team play and position play.

he student knows the official dimen-

[

sions of the water polo playing area.

to
T!ul utudent

1.)o adapted
knows that water polo may
most swimming areas.

Pie 1,tlid

cap,

Vhows equipment used in
er polo include- ball,
and goals.

Ste Ludent knows the safety concepts
fur watur ilulo such as: safety for
-ol'' 5 afety for others.

U H

U H

U H

U

U11 K3
K6
K7
K9

U H K3
K9

U K K3

K2

K2
E9

K3

P 65

P65

U K7
K8

2

6
7

la

Movement
techniqu

ovemont

techniques
(C) Psychomotor

porformanog=
(C) Psychomotor

performance :

egy,
sports

Adaptation



am

L.12 oater rt tl6

T1u student knows the
health practices related to water
polo including: showering, contagtous
infections, expectorat r, caps.

The student Ls to analyze and
(valuate his perfonhanee in water
polo, both in practice and games.

GP K?

K8
(Vi)Well-be

physical

(C) Evaluation
(C) Performance.

level

(C) Growth and
development



COURSE'. GOALS

Ind' .i. dw al and Dual Sport

I U ti

P I U H

KO

K2

K7

3strident knows he location and
use of print and non-print materials
related to individual and dual sports
in physical education (e.g., card
catalog: "Tennis," "Track and Field
Athletics," "Bowling"; Reader'
Guide: "Golf," "Bowling;TI Niiihnas-

tics"; Periodicals: Tennis, Modern
Gymnast, Mademoiselle Gymn

;

area and building audio-visual cata-
logs: "Sport, Bowling," "Sport,
Tennis ")

The student knows the ways one pro-
vresses through the sequence of
skills leading to attainment of ort

-: -
activities, such as beginning
activities, intermediate activities,
advanced activities.

(C) aoloure,i

eporLI;

(V quiry,

i.r-okrth anti
developmen



Individual anal Dual Sport

EDUCATT:1N

COURSE GOALS

5.1 Attitudes and Values

The student knows ways in which
attitndes are enhanced through
participation in individual and dual
sports (e.g., aesthetic appreciation
fellowship, cooperation - sportsman-
ship, standards of conduct

The student knows ways in which.
graceful movement is expressed (eg.,
poise, muscle control, purposful
patterns, efficiency of movement

The student knows ways in which sports
participation contributes to fitness
(e.g., developing strength, agility,
flexibility, etc.; maintaining the
body functions; relieving tensions -
relaxation; utilizing activities for
leisure).

I 1.1 H

K2

Kl
7 (V1 )t`'c-_operation

(V1)F ellowship

(V1 )hpertsman-

ship

(0
(C

Aovemo--

Scif-expres-
sim

(C) Gro7,7th and

dovelopment
Oa Well-being:

physical



Individual and uual rts

COURSE GOALS

mdminton

.._,

o :Audent knows that the g ame of
hadminton had its origin i.n India.

U H K4

K6
/1

The student knows that badminton is U H KO h

most popular in the European countries. 7
- 8

The student knows -:inition of

the badminton terms including; ace,

down- pace, set up, inning.

U tl K2

',,c student knows the rules of
baminton includini: line., u tle-

cock, faults, scoring,

Me student knows the duties of
badminton officials including.

I U V

U

K2

K9

K2

K9

a

:Impiro, referee, service court
Judge) linesmen.

-The st,uicnt knows the appropriate T if H K3

,ndy mechanics, form, and skills

or badminton shots i eluding: drop

shot, smash, net shot, lob or clear
armed drive.

8

The student is able to perform a I U H P65

variety of badminton shots using
the apiriate body mechanics,
form, and skills.

3

--rue studont knows the appropriate

Lody mechanics, form, and skills for
dminton strokes including: fore-

hand, backhand, clear, drive, smash,

drop.

I U H K3 2 14a

lid



Individual and its

Haden ii

student knows the conch i

farm, and skills.

usi the appropriate body mechanics,

The student is !tole to perfor
hand and backhand badminton strokes

nr,

m fore-

under which particular badminton
aestrokes r used.

The student kno appropriate
body mechanics, form, and skills for
the badminton serves including:
long serve, short serve, drive serve_.

The s:,udent knows the appropriate
playing situation for use of the
long and/or short serve in badminton.

student is able to execute
badminton serves using the appropriate
body mechanics, form, and skills.

The student knows that the equipment,
for badminton includes: net, shuttle-
cock, and racket.

The student knows aspects of safety
in the game of badminton including:
the court and surrount.ing area should
be free of obstructions and hazards;
during a double game, the players
should exercise control of their
rackets so as not.to contact another
player.

The student is able to analyze and
evaluate his performance in badminton,
both in practice and in games (e.g.,
serving, returning, offensive shots).

I U

I If

I U H

U 1r

tr H

U E

K7

K7

P65

K2

K3
6

((; vctruent,

techniques
(C) Psychomotor

performance

I.:overlent

Lochniqui,,6

) Psychomotor
performance

Strategy,

sports

vement,

techniques
Psychomotor
performance

(C) Safety

(C)

(C) Pe:cformance

level

(V1 ) Growth and

development



A,Iividual and oUL1J 1-_,port,s

COURSE GOALS
-_-,

J. ,..i--out Icnu,,,; 1_, 11, bowling waj
.in 1,he iir_ted Litato8 by

I li H Kil H (:: ) U

upo,rq
UnLch in tile 17t1. century.

:iLiAt.nt know thaL LoWlifl g dates I U H rkii 1i, (C) 11.i_

,..:.,(17 1,0 1:;200

,k,,,Iunt., R!!L)W5 Li'laL nOWLing I.;. I U 11 Ka 4
1.1' .. r I ri.1 I Zj 1110,3 t popular participant

..
k

:ittpient 1-mows the definitions of
r:',-, rbuJociated wIth L- ''''' l_nE equip-

I U H la

I1)(1 Ong : alloy ( i.i.ne)., ball,
J: 1.11 Ii: 9, i,mttor -;ohannel pin,
r,it,urn.

Awtunt, knows the definitions of I U 11 1 0
L ;,oriatod with scoring in

Lin- titcludinc: blow, count,
ic1110, Coal, -spar()) split, strike,
rIc, fr=e.

l'e stu.,9nt I'muw6 Hite rules for
:T-11-, In the rarre of bowlink,..

I U H K2

K9

,

Aud(!nt, know b une pin numbering I 0 H K2 6

.;.; Lem hl bowling.

Ti , .-;t1olent knows the rules of bowling
ineLlv:I.r,: t,liose concerning play and

I LT 1-i

Ky,

K2

K9

..-::.or inr .

::.c L;(,, it;n1., !...-nows appropriate body I U H Kii 3 (C) :-:orcr-
-ci.11:..i.ni eo, :-'onn, and skills for

bowLIT, including: aim (head pin,
approarll, arm swing, release,

jelivery (sLraight, hook).

6 chni,HL,,
(c) PsyehQ-,101,0.

porrormanol



---.-- --

'!.ti ,io l 1-,.

1 i.

1 r H

1 11 d

I U H

I U li

I U H

!=7

11.(3

_

Po5

1'7

K't

P65

P43
Ph7

8

,

5

3

h

6

R

Movement
technioues

Psychomotor
performance

1 VC!(.(111,

Lc c :,y1(.!:
(C) Psychomotor

performance

vcm(mL,
chn i (Inez;

Psychomotor
performance

, I .ty

Judgment

1',valuation

PrI'Gripancv,

level
(V )Growth and

Development

student knows Line reasclti for

following elements of succi3 ssful
bowlini-,: comilstent Oelivory, coreen-
tatiou, follow L.!rough, pendulumr

Arm swing, timiur., proper angle,
.-ontnol, ball selection.

The ;tudcnt Li able to bowl usi ngthl a,propriate hody mechanics, for
and skills.

The sl,uden is able to apply his
holding kn( 0:dc , Ill, rules,

Ltratea ink a c,-ame,

The student knows following ,

elements of bowfin s.fety: 1) pall
control, (2) clear (3) ball
grip, (4) lane restrictions,

mroach conditions, (6) hall handling,
footwear.

[-The student knows the reason for
I appropriate footwear in the game
of bowling.

The student 3 s able to select a hall
which is suitable to his individual
requirements (o.g., weight, grip).

The student nhlo to analyze and
evaluate hIs perfcrmance in bowlirq;
both in -:actiue and in contests.



Lnd.',vinc,a1 and Dual ,Jports

Fr A

[CA 1):DDC AT I UN
_ -

COURSE GOALS

rThu i nt knowo that modern renoing
international sport, governed

t.wo (w,genizationa: Federation
rnatLonale d'Escrime and Amateur

rf!hLAyt- Lo4L;ue of America.

Lo student knows that sword play, as
reiaLed to modern fencing, is one of
Lim oldest forms of combat with
pons.

Ti,y student knows that the modern

,31,,rds, appropriate to fencing, evolved
Lfrom the rapier in the 16th cent!lry.

Audent knows the definition of
f'rncing terms related to the foil
including: tip, bell (guard), handle
(L;rip, pommel).

The student knows the definition of
fencing Lerms related to hand position
(xi) including: normal, pronated,
snpinated.

-J1 student knows the definition of
terms related to fencing positions
including: on guard, lunge, lunge

very, advance, retreat, salute.

AL student knows the definition of
fp,ncing terms related to the simple

tack including: lunge, straight
simple feint, disengage,

cut-over.

The student knows the definition of
fencing terms related to parries
(defense) including: parry two,
Parry four, parry six.

11 02

K11

K)4

K8

K2

K3

K2

K3

K2

K3

K2

K3

K2

K3

6

6

6

(C) History,

sports

(C) History.,

sports



tudividual and oual

:.-enc. in ;:ontn (,..._ -. Y

Tho .L-uOnnt knows thd ,k,finttion of

fencing torts 'eio ti to rinostes

(returns) includiw .;imple or

di rect, cominur,1 del:1:0A, counter.

H K2

0
6

The student knows the rules of fencing
aefllied to an official "touch" tri

cl;;dint right of wrq, lines of
engagment, official targot, piste

n 1-c.

K3

6

( Lrip).

The stu.ient knows ;,,,! rules n] fencing

related to the official target area.
II K2 6

The si.ufient knows the z_wpropriatu

body mechanics, form, and skills for
the aspects of fencing includiaE:

hand positions, fencing positions,
attacks, defenses, ripostes, touches.

U 7

KO

6 () ovcment,

techniques

(C) Psychomotor
performance

The student knows characteristics
of movement which contribute to

the appropriate fencing form in-
eluding: balance created by effective

foot positioning; flexion and extension
of the fencing, arm; body position,

as presented to the opponent.

H K3

K3

2

u

C) MOVOTent,
techniques

The student is able to fence using

the appropriate body mechanics, form,
and skills.

H P65 2

6

(C) Movement,

techniques'
(C) Psychomotor

performance

The student is able to employ conbat H 061 2 (C) Psychomotor
skills in a fencing match. P6 ,5 perfacmance

The student knows that fencing strat-
egy involves the Use of a variety of
hosting tactics including: forcing
opponent "in and ol,t of distance;
retaining "right of way"; executing
parries and ripostes.

11 K7

K8

6 (C) :itratet,T
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:'he student knows that the fencer we
protective equipment including:
plastron (chest protector), mask,
gloves, shoos,

The oLudent knows that the combat
[r!uipment useu in fencing is the
foil, the epee, the sabre.

!'tie student knows some precautionary
ii astir which cuntrihute to safe
Vcncinc, conditions including: wearing
r protective equipment; capping the

Lip of the weapon; ,carrying the
weapon point downward; checking_

damaged or marred equipment.

student is able to analyze and
evaluate his performance in fencing,
both '0 practice and in conteso_

H K3

K7

K8

KC

K8

P143

Ph 7

ri y

aluatdor

Purformm,c

level
(V1)Growth and

developmen
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COURSE GOALS

ThG student knew::: tho hefinitions of
gymnastic ti2rms including: floor
exercie, uneven parallel bars, even
parellel bars, horiontal bar,
va1iltin6 horse, si.do horse, halarcc

bonm, tur.7bliPg, still rings, tram-
poline, modern rhythmic gymnastics.

The stu.icuh knows the definition of
tho body position LinTis in gymnastics

I Mig: stands, hants, supports,

I_

seats, 'inverted, pU ed, tucked,
strole.

ho student kEoWS that thr following

hone equipment is used in mcxlerli
rhythmical gymnastics: wands, hoops,
balls, jump ropes, and ribbons.

The student knows the appropriate

body mechanics, Ann, and skills
used in rhythmo L;ymnastics
including: throwing the apparatus,
circling the aparatus, catching
the apparatus, swinging the apparatus,
inoviii the apparatus.

The student is able tu oerform a
variety of activities with hand appara-
tus appropriate to his level of ability
using proper body mechanics, form,

and skills.

The student knows the 'efinition of
the terms related to the horizontal
bar including: the grips (overhand,
underhand, etc), swings, circles,
mounts and dismounts.

I If }I

h [ II ri

p U Ft

P I U H

P I U

P i It :I

Hi

K

HP

1:3

K3

K7

Poi
P6

1(1

K2

f3

6 (C) Movement

techniques

(C) Psychomotor

performance

(C) Performance

level
(c) Movement

techniques
(,:) Psychomotor

techniques



aividual avd Dual

COURSE GOALS

astics

The student know; a9proprid
body mechanics, and skills of
the aspects of 1)06 inriinU activities on
the horizontal bar including: skin the
cat, forward roll, pull over, cast,
knee swings.

The student knows the appropriate
body mechanics, form, and skills of
the aspects of intermediate activities
on the horizontal bar including:
back hip circle, knee circle, hip
glide, back uprise, sale circle.

The student know., the appropriate

body mechanics, form, and skills for
the aspects of advanced activities on
the horizontal bar including: giant
'wino, vault, dislocated flyaways,
Hecht dismount.

The student is able to perform
beginning, intermediate and/or

advanced skills on the horizontal
bar appropriate to his level of
ability using the proper body

mechanics, form, and skills.

The student knows the safety concepts
relating to the horizontal bar
including: keeping hands dry, making
sure cables are attached tightly,
keeping thumbs around in opposite

direction of fingers, using mats
around bar.

il_he student knows the definition of
the terms related to still rings
including: body positions, body
movements, and grips.

FILTH K2

K3

K7

I if U I K2

K3

it i

PIUH

PIUH

U H

K7

PEA

P65

K3

K7

K8

Kl 6

K2

K3

lovemen

technquoo
Psvc!imw.0

porformmn

vemITJ,

Loohnione
PsyQbomota,-

_=formanc

(C) Movemrynt

techniques
(C) Psychomota,

performanc!

(C) Novemen

techniques
(C) Psychomoto(

performanc

) PerformancE
level

(C) :gaiety
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COUR r Goias -

EUUCATI

5.5 Gymnastics (Cont.)

The student knows the appropriate
body mechanics, form and skills of
the beginning side horse activities
including: front support, single
leg circle, stnif leg dismount.

The student kx o rs the appropriate
body mecnanics form and skids of
the intermediate side horse activities
including: scissors, double rear
dismount, flank circle, double in
and out.

The student knows the appropriate

body mechanics, form and skills of
the advanced side horse activities
eluding: tormlet, stockli, leap
dismount, Russian, Moore.

The student is able to perform bogin-
nine, intermediate and/or advanced

activities on the side .orse approp i
to his level of ability using the
proper body mechanics, form, and
skills.

The student knows the safety concepts
relating to the side horse including:

working in progression, having m4 t$

around the horse, having spotter at
far side of horse*

The student knows the definition of

the terms related to the balance be
including: mounts, walks, balances
turns, aerial movements, rolls,
dismounts.

I U i K2

I K2

K3

K3

UH

PIUH

PIUN

PlUE1

K2

K3

P61 3

P65 6

K3
K7
K8

Ki 6
K2

K3

Movement

techniques
Psychomotor

performance

(c) 'love en t
techniques

(C) Psychomotor

performance

Movement

techniques

Psychomotor
performance

C Movement

techniques

Psychomotor
performance

(C) Safety
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. Individual and Dual Spor

COURSE GOALS

5 Gymnastics (Cont.)

__--

The student knows the appropriate

body mechanics, form, and skills of
P I U H K2

K3

l t iovt merr'.,

Lechmquo:
the following aspects of beginning
still ring activities including:

inverted pike hang, bent an pike hang,
winging bird nest.

PsychomoL,

perforiwaR

The student knows the appropriate I U H K2 2 Movement
body mechanics, form, and skills for
the aspects of intermediate still ring

activities including: inverted hang

arched, single leg cut, inlocate,
back roll dismount.

K3 tochniquei
') i'bychomotc

performan(

The student knows the appropriate

body mechanics, form, and skills for
the aspects of advanced still ring acti

vities including: Hoack kip to sup-
port, back up-rise to piked support,
shoulder balance; back horizontal
hang, back flyaway dismount.

U H K2

K3

2 (C) Movement,

techniques

) Psychomotc

performanc

The student is able to perform P I U H P61 3 (C) Movement
beginning, intermediate and/or

advanced skills on the still rings
appropriate to his level of ability
using the appropriate body mechanics,
form, and skills.

P65 6 techniques
(C) Psychomotor

performnne
(C) Performanc

level

The student knows the safety factors
as related to the still rings' in-
eluding: inspecting ring straps,
using plenty of mats under rings.

1 U H K3

K7

K8

5 Safety

The student knows the definition of
the terms related to the side horse
including: supports, moun6s, dis-
nounts, circle, pommel, neck, croup,
feints, saddle.

,I U H K1

K2

K3

6
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EIAGnJTON

Al (1-:rrraIVA, @Thntgt) kg

'.Lf_l siudcmt kno4s tr;e appropriate PIUH K2 2

body mechanics, form and skills for
the beOnhing balance beam activities
incluJiing: mounts, dismounts, loco-
lotor skilas and terms.

K3 6

The s.,0dint knows the appropriate I U H K2 2

body !Panics, form and skills for
the dspocts oi intermediate balance

beam activities indluding: one leg
uquat mount, caztwheel, knee scale,
turn leap, backward roll, handstand

K3 6

Li:I:amount.

rhe student knows the appropriate I U N K2
)ody mechanics, form and skills for K3
11171 aspects of advanced balance beam
Ictivities including: handstand mount,

)ne am cartwheel, stag leap with
lalf turn, forward roll without hands,
)ack somersault dismount.

lie student is able to perform begin- P I U H P61 3
ling, intermediate and/or advanced P65 6
Ictivitieo on the balance beam appro-
)riate to his level of ability using
he proper body mechanics, form, and
3kills.

"he student knows the safety factors PIUR K3
Javolved when using a balance beam K7
Lnoluding: having mats on floor
wound beam, using a spotter, watching
he bean while learning skills.

K8

!he student knows the definition of P I U H Ki 2

he tems related to the trampoline
ncluding: drops, twists, turns

K2

K3
6

1 1/11, 1 1/2, 1 3/h), barani0 somer-

atilt, Cody, Cliff is, pull over.

0-=

(C) ovvnt
Lechnite:,

(c) rsychomotor
performance

(t) Movement

texhniqucqi

(ci) Psychomotor

performance

(c) Movement
techniques

(C) Psychomotor

performance

Movement.

techniques
(0 Psychomotor

performance

C) Safety



and Dual

OLJHSE. GOALS

--mastics

The student knows the appropriate body

mechanics, form and skills of the
aspects of beginning trampoline activi-
ties including; ; mounting and dismount-
ing, bouucing and stopping, turning
knoe drop, pike and tuck.

The stuc ent knows the appropriate body

mechanics, form and skills for the
aspects of intermediate trampoline acti

including: seat drops, half
twisting drops, swivel hips, table,
tL711 table.

The student knows the appropriate body

mechanics, form and skills for the
aspects of advanced trampoline activi-
ties including: somersaults, full

twists, barani, fliffis, Cody, front
drop, back drop.

The student is able to perform begin-

ning, intermediate and/or advanced

trampoline activities appropriate to
his level of ability using the proper
body mechanics, form, and skills.

The student knows the safety concepts
relating to the trampoline including:

having safety pads on frame, using
spotters, bouncing for short periods,
performing only skills on which there
has been instruction.

The student knows why the accessory

I_

equipment is desirable for safety an
the trampoline including frame pads
mats an floor around trampoline.

_ .

P I U H

P I U H

PIUH

I U H

PIUH

K3

K2

K3

K2

K3

P61
1365

K3

K7

K8

Ki
K2

tehniou.,
chcao:,o

) Safety
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C J ft`:,11

` G'7111ri4:10 (LAnt,.)

Fthh dmdeht r-Jto.ws t,he lofilil_Lion of
s-he hur;T1 rel4toU to vaultilag apparatus

vaulhing box, vaulting
side 1-ml% long horse.

The ::thoout knows the definttion of

the 1,o:cans rlated to vaultioc, includine

approNc'.11, tic o oft, flight, landing.

Thcl stc6ht knows the appropriate
boay mechanics, form and skills for
ith aspots of beginning vaulting acti-
vities inaoslirm onto horse and off,
over the hare, land on knees or ;

i

squat anct jump off.

The student knows the appropriate

ibody mechanics, form and skills for
the aE-,oect,s of intermediate vaulting

2E-mluding: squat vault,
tradle vault, tide flank vault.

The tu.dont knows the appropriate

body mecbanr,s, form and skills for
.spec tdI of ativanced vaulting acti-

inaudicw rear flank, thief,

stoop, neckspringi headspring, layout
vaults, hanPrJ)g

The studenb is able to perform begin-

Hin6, intermediate and/or advanced
IvLullting activities Appropriate to his
1 level of atilit using the proper
brchly mechanics, form, and skills.

;The student kndws the safety factors
Involved in vaulting including having
a mat in the landing arca, having the

iflight arca not too long, having a

ispotter during the learning phase.

P I 11 H

P I 11 1-1

Iii H

P I U H

P I U

K1

K2

K3

Kl

K2

K3

K2

K3

K2
K3

K2

K3

P61
P65

K3

K7
K8

echnicluet,

(:) Psychom(,tcr

performance

(k:) Movement

technicues
(C) Psychomotor

per

Novrment

techniques
(c) Psychomotor

performance

(C) Movement
he

(C) Psychomotor

performance

(C) 3afety.
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r7he :,;tuM:nt .cnows the defin'ion of

the tor= related to the uneven paral-
lel bar inclndinc: f rip, mounts) held
uoJiticn, sani;:;tc r evement, dismount,:-

high bar, low bar.

The ?t-v' _t knows the a prorpriate body

mechanics, form and =;k ills or Lhe

aspects of beginni_ng uneven parallel
bar activities inol.uclit straight arm

support, forward roll, skin the cat,
v-sit, knee circle, stem rise, basket,
cast off rear dismount.

The student know s the appropriate body

mechanics. form and skills for the

asprics of intormediate uneven parallel
bar even activities incluang: kip
glide mount, side handstand balance,
double knee circle backwards, flying
hip circle, sole circle, shoot through,
cross handstand dismount

The s the appropriate to body I U H
mechanic form and skills for the
aspect.s of advanced uneven parallel
bar activities includik: kip glide,
sidea bandstand on high bar, back seat
circle, throw back as a swingiAg..

movement, back uprise back somersault,
free back hip circle.

The student is able to perform begin- I U H
ming, inermediate and/or advanced
activities on the uneven parallel bar

appropriate to his level of ability
using the proper body mechanics,
form end skills

The student knows the safety concepts P I U H
related to the unOver1 parallel bar

including having m ts on floor

around tiar, havine, uprights secure, etc

K2 6

{ C

tk.
Ps,

Pe

(C.) rc

K3 Le

:'s

K2 2 ,c.

3 6 tE

(C,) r,!

PE

ti
(k;) P

17)(

_

K7
ig

temmt
chnigne:.,

0.,!homo

rf

vement

cnnique

ychomoto
rformanc
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c.vdRtit:

L

-Tice nt, knows the definition of PIUH K1
terms related to tumbling including: K2
rolls, somersaults, springs., cart- K3
when round-off, stands kips.

The liLudont knows the appropriate b v
mecharlic, fomn an skills for trle
aspeots of ,-- tumbling activitsttn
incliti1144 : -1 and backward rolls,
eartmhu4, round-off, frog stand, log
roll, ec,g roll, tripod.

The student knows the appropriate body I U H K2
mechanics, form and skills for the K3
aspects of intermediate tumbling acti-
vities including: headstand and hand-
stand, straddle rolls, dive to forward
roll, headstands to rolls.

The student knows the appropriate body
mechanics, form and skills for the
advanced tumbling activities including:
varations of forward and backward
rolls, headsprings, necksprings, front
and back handsprings, aerial somer-
saults cartwheel with no hands.

The student is able to perform begin-
ning, intermediate and/or advanced
tumbling activities appropriate to his
level of ability using the proper
body mechanics, form and skills.

The student knows the safety factors
related to tumbling including: pro-
tecting unpadded parts of the body,
preventing undue stress on weak
muscles, maintaining proper alignment
of body parts.

I H

P I ilia

H

K2

K3

P61

P65

K3

K7

K8

2

6
;,:ov;

tocf.nioue

Psychomotor

Fwri"ormaricu

Yovement

techniques
Psychomotor

performance

Movement
techniques

) Psychomotor

performance

Movement
chni(Ales

Psych0moLor

performance
erformance

level

(C) Safety
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es (Gant.)

he student I definition of
the terms relatec1 to the even parallel

bars including; support, swino,
straddieul mounts, diomounts) scissors,

uprise rolls, grips, near and far bar.

They student knuws the appropriate body

meehanicu, ford and skills for the'
spec tom} of beginniti; even parallel bar

aetivitics incisding: stra4ht arm sup-
straddle seat, upper arm forward

roll, front and rear dismount.

P 1

P U

The- student knows the appropriate body I U H

mec1 aricr, form and skills for the

aspects of intermediate even parallel
bar activities irwitlirv: front, invert
hang, upper arm stand, back uprise,
rear flank vault

The student knows the appropriate

mechanics form and ekills for the
asoects of advanced even parallel bar
activities includi%: drop kip, kip up,

double leg cut, back shoulder roll,
shoulder roll) double rear dismount,
handstand

U H

The student is able to perform begin- P I U H
ning, intermediAte wad/or advanced
activities on the even parallel bar

appropriate to his level of ability

using the proper body mechanics,
form and skills.

The student knows the safety factors
related to working on the even parallel
bars including: having mats under the
bars, usitv, a spotter, having dry
hands, working one student at a time.

P I U H

K2

K2

K2

K3

POI

Pb5

K3

K7
K8

6

2

6

5

U
CLiychL,mo:

0 1. rnimh:111,

,repn

tochnique

xhomo1.01

ehnieueu

(0) Y,ovemer

technieuen
Psychomotol

performane(

Movement.

techniques

Psychombtol

c:rl'or

rformancE

Sat
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1-car:i, use high
bars for
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I hard; l:
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'fb0 '.hat vaming up is P I U H

iTopPtiee for Work-

I

I U

ni gymnastias

I

'1 nh:e n1:11YZe rind

:l.svel of per-
gynautio

02

K7
K8

K7

KB

K7
K8

Ph3

5

5

6

(C t,at Lon

Ciafet,y

Safeq

(C) EVEallat
(C) Ferrer-man(

level.
(V1)(irowth in

develome:



5. (GH DuaJ sjports

COURSE 60A LS

5.0 oif

ET110 student knows that

originated in Scotland.
goil g

The student knovn that there are
different types of golf courses in-
oludinc; private, public, three par,
pitch and putt.

Tho studeut knows the governing

organizations ir golf are United

States Golf Association and Profes-
sional Golfers Association=

he student knows the definition of
golf t:arms including: address, waggle,
slice, hook, press.

The student knows the stances in golf
including: open, closed, square.

The student knows the definition of
golf scoring terms including: par,
bogie, birdie, eagle.

The student knows the rules related
to scoring a game of golf.

The student knows the etiquette used
in playing golf.

The student knows how to integrate
courtesies into the game of golf:
l'away" player has honors; lowest
previous score has honors; keep up
with the speed of play; record scores
away from the green; avoid causing

distractions; smooth sand traps,
replace divots.

The student knows the rules of golf
for match and medal competition.

H K1

UH K1 6

U H Kl 6
K2

U A K2 6

K9

U H K2 6

7

U H K3 6

K7 7

UH K2

K9
6

1iiLitory,

sports

(C) Courtesy

(V1)Respect for
others

(C) Courtesy

(V1)Respect for
others

(V1)Cooperation

(V1)Sportsmanship
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The student knows the p__ of a
swing including: grip placement,
degree of avm swing, speed of down
swing, control of wrist, follow through

Th,:l student knows the appropriate body

mechanics, form and skill used in
golf strokes including: drive, pitch.,
chip, putt.

The student is able to execute golf

strokes using the appropriate body
Lmcchanice, form and skill.

The student is able to select the
'golf club appropriate to the lay of
the ball.

The _ttlii nt, is able to adjust his

rake to the immediate physical
9 of the golf course including

and trap, roughs, trees, water.

stuucrxt knows elements of golf
t.rateKyused in playing a game
cde) of golf including: course lays
A individual skill level, club

cc.

stud knows the derini ion of
L.,olf course terms including: teeing
area, fairway, rough, bunker, hazard)
trap, greendivot.

The student knows the different.
of golf clubs including: woe ds,
irons, putter.

The student knows that golf equipment

L.cli.siste of clubs- balls, bag, tees.

tl H

U H

K3

K7

K3

P65
3
6

U H P61

P65 3
6
8

U H P65 2

3
6

H K3 2

6

U H K1

K2

U

K3

U H I K3

6

6

6

la

3c
4g

ielnc,H]A:

1 I 1.

tochnitine

(e) MOVerIMIL,

Judgment

(C) Mov "niimt,,

technique:
Psychomot,

performam

tegy,

rts
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COURSE GOALS

5.6 Golf (Cont.

The student knows the safety concepts
applied to playing golf including:
sufficient clearance for swinging,
warning cry (fore).

The student is able to analyze and
evaluate his performance in golf
(e.g., stroke deficiency, distance
judgment, putting effectiveness).

The student is able to evaluate his
Lprogress while participating in self-
directed golf practice sessions.

Evaluation
Performance
level

(V1) Growth and
development

(C) Evaluation
(V1)Self disci-

pline
(V1) Growth and

development



. lodividusi and Duni Sports

COURSE GOALS

7 handball

rhys I CA. EIWCA I Hi '1

The student knows that handball was
played in Ireland during the 10th
eentury.

,itudent knows the gamn of handball

was introduced to the United States in
L184'.

1.1,w student knows that handball may be
played in he form of singles, doubles,
or rotation (cut throat).

The student knows the definition of
handball terms including: ace, crotch
ball, kill, short, hinder, and hand-out.

The student knows the definition of
terms velated to returning the handball
including: punch and kill.

The student knows the rules of handball
related to scoring including: only the
server may score, 21 points for an
o2ficiai game, and front wall contact.

The student knows the rules of handball
related to the serve including: bounce
iorve, front wall contact first,

sc,rv,-!r remains in specified area, and

service continues until rally is lost
(hand-out).

The student knows the rules governing
the ,,;.,tve, return of serve and violatio-

(Cautts), in one and four wall handball.

1' ii

1 U ii

U II

H

1 U H

I 1.1

KO 4

K2 6

K3

K1

K2

K2

K9

K2

K9

K7

6

6

6

((:) History,

qporit4

Hint.11-7,



Individual and Dual Sport

COURSE GOALS

PHYSIC/ L EDUC TION

5.7 hand} (gPliLl

The student knows the body mechanics,
form, and skills for handball techniques
including: serve, return, footwork,
and court position.

U H

6
Movement,

techniques
Psychomotor
performance

The student knows the types of serves
employed in handball including:

U H K2

K3

t3 (C) lovoment,

techniques
underarm, sidearm, and overarm. K7 (C) Psychomotor

performance

The .tudent is able to execute handball
techniques using the appropriate body
mechanics, form, and skills.

1 U H P61

P65

3

6

' Movement,
techniques,

Psychomotor
performance

The s tuden t knows that the serving
techniques in handball are also applied
to the rally.

U 11 KS

K7

6

The student knows that handball strateg
depends upon positioning and footwork.

1 U 11 K7 C Strategy

The student knows the recommended
clothing worn for participation in
handball including: footwear to allow
traction and gloves to protect the
hands.

1 U H K3 Safety

The student knows taut: the handball
,,

facility may be a or four walled
area.

I U H K2

The student knows the safety practices
essential to accident prevention in
handball including: allowing "right-of-
way," avoiding game interEarence,
wearing appropriate attire, and playing
in a noncongested area.

U H K2

KB
(C) Safety



m dividual and Dual Sports

COURSE GOALS

01IYSICAL EDUCATION

52 11andba (Cont_.)

U § P43

P47

2

8

(C) Performara

level

(C) Evaluat 1

(V1 Growth an
developmel

The stud cnt is able in analyze and
evaluate his handball techniques both
in practice and in games



, :tiports

rtt ',mows tL paddieball is
A.,lanctien of the games of handball

1-rnew,s definition of
term r,r.ld to paddleball serve

(corner).

tha-4.t the rules of

z,F,t1:Ja/;, adentod fran handball.

kho'r:s the rules of paddle-
: the serir including:

frent wall contact first
epecified area

,-.a-Itiuuea until rally is lost

cut knolqr the definition of
s in paddlAball

s!!!ort servo, long serve,
t-qo -ride nerve, out-

; nerve, foot fault.

7he s1ot knows the rules of paddle-
! hall regsrdi7e game and match play.

etnhen't-, knows the definition of

jte vtolaions in paddlebaIl including:
fault, intentions/ hinder.

Ty3 5tudent knows the body mechanics,
and sUil for the following

it 4 ,1;111e; grip, stance,
panning, lob drop),

U

U H K7 6

1-1 K2 6

UN

U H

K2

K2

U N K2

6

6

6

U N K2 6

UH K3 6
K7

(C) History,
sports

%L. Adaptation

1)Scortsmanship

(C ) ovement
techniques



CCUME GOALS

RHYETCAL EDUCATION

5,6 Faiidleball

Ti etudent IL 'able to perform paddle-
drill u!=1,10- aporonriate foot-,

wirk stroking the bounced ball, back
:Teall play.

The student Is 4Dole to execute the
!paddlebala uGing the appropriate
body mecha nic6. form and skill.

The ..studsnt know-s the elements of

strategy r:];ed to the paddieball
verve including: use of a variety of
serve, we of the Tull range of the
court u.i2e c.f. court owitions to
adrantaq,e, :Ise of a variety of shots.

Flihn stAiderT, knows that paddlehall can

he played indoors or outdoors on one,
tnrec or fwr walls

iThe stu6ent knows the equipment needed
, _

.;.or ddzhJ. cluding: paddle,
i wall.

U H

U H

U N

U N

Tim :ltudeRt i able to znalyze and U H

evaluate hi a': perfarmanco in paddleball.

The st-udent crews that the following
sqrant may be lteed in paddlehali
for, reasna of safety including:
glaG$ guards, thonged Paddle, wAst
and head bands.

U H

P61
F65

K2

K3

113 2

P47 3

6

K3 5

K8

(C) Movement
techninu0,

(.;). Psychomot(
nerformanc

(C) Movement,
techniqum

(C) Psychomut(
pen OIL

(c;) Litrategy,

sports

(C) Evaluatior

(C) Performan,
level

(C) Safety



COURSE GOALS

CAL EDUCATION

9 Tennis

-Tho student knows that the game of
tennis was originally developed by
noblemen in Europe, becoming known
as the "sport of kings."

I U H G2

K
4 HisLory

sports

The student knows that the game of
tennis was originally an indoor game.

I U H G2

KL:

Lt (C) AdaptAion

(ii) History,
sports

The student knows that the game of
tennis was introduced into America
around the year 1200.

I U H G2

K4
History,

sports

The student knows that the game of
tennis is one of the more popular
recreation games, played throughout
the world.

I U H G2

K4

L 3c

The student knows the nomenclature of
the tennis racquet (e.g., handle,
head, throat).

U H K1
K3

The student knows the. definition of
tennis terms related to strokes in-
eluding: forehand, backhand, serve,
smash, volley, ground strokes, lob.

1 U H K1
K2

The student knows the definition of
terms related to scoring a tennis
match including: set, set point,
match, match point.

I U H Kl
K2

6

The student knows the definition of
terms related to scoring a tennis
game including: love, deuce, ad
(vantage), fault, foot fault, let,
ace, game.

I U H K1
K2

6

The student knows the rules for
playing the game of tennis.

I U H K2

K9

6

The student is able to score a tennis
game.

I U H P32

P65
6

P66



Individual and Dual Sports

COURSE GOALS

PHYSICAL DUCATION

Tel-J ris (Coot

I U H

I U H

K3

P65

6

2

3

-The student knows the typos of grips
used for each of the tennis strokes.

fhe student is able to use the
appropriate grip in executing the
forehand ground stroke, backhand
ground stroke and serve.

6

The student knows the desirable foot-
work involved in the execution of the
various tennis strokes.

I U H K3 2

The student knows how the following
tennis stroking techniques will
affect action of the ball: (1) lob

U H K7

KE1

.hot, (2) backspin, (3) slice, (14)
topspin, (5) follow through.

The student knows the appropriate
body mechanics, form and skill for
the following tennis stroking tech-
niques: lob shot, backspin, slice,
topspin, follow through.

I U H Kl
K2

The student i3 able to execute tennis U H P65 2

stroking techniques using the appro- 3
prlate body mechanics, form and skill. 6

The student knows the appropriate
body mechanics, form and skill for
tennis strokes including forehand,
backhand, serve, volley, smash, lob.

I U H K2

K3

The student is able to execute tennis
strokes using the appropriate body
mechanics, form and skill.

1 U H P65

1

The student knows the strategies
involved in playing singles in the
game of tennis (e.g., going to the
net following a serve or forcing shot,
hitting away from the opponent, using

the drop shot after moving the opponent
,

U H K7
K8

6

9

c)

PsychomoLL
performanc

Movement
techniques

Psychomotc

performan,

ovement
chniquel-

Psychomotc
performanc

C) Movement
technique

Psychomutc
performanc

C) Psychomot(

performanc

C) Movement
technique:

t) Strategy,
sports



Individual and Du

COURSE COALS

EDIICAT1UN

Tennis (Cont.)

The student knows thestrategies
involved in playing doubles in the
game of tennis (e.g., moving in
unity with your teammate) hitting
away or over the opponent's net

Lplayer, etc.).

The student knows the definition of
tennis court markings including:
baseline, side lines, service court
lines, center mark.

The student knows the definition of
terms relating to areas of the tennis
court including: alley, backcourt,
mideourt, frontcourt.

The student knows the physical requir
merits of the tennis court (e.g.,
height of net, dimensions for singles
and doubles).

The student knows the equipment needed
to play tennis including: court, net,
racquet, balls, appropriate shoes.

The student knows that damp or wet
conditions for tennis are detrimental
to the racquet strings and balls.'

The student knows that the tennis
playing area should be free from
obstacles, glass, stones, and
slippery spots in order to be safe
for play.

The student knows that appropriate
footwear for tennis will help prevent
blisters, stumbling and slipping.

UH

I U H

I U H

I U H

I U H

I U H

I U R

K7
KS

Kl
K2

KO

K2

K3
K6

K2

K3

K7

K7
Ka

K7
K8

K7
Ka

6
7

6

5

5

egy
sports

Safety

(c) Safety



::CcT

P. vT'hal nu uaL Eiports

Tttnnis

;The utud.ent knows that he must not
;enter another tennis court while a
HYame 15 in progress.

77tle stodent ,-.nos that proper physical
erm-wo prior te strenuous tennis

a.ctivity 13 desirable in order to
!prevent possible 1njar74

The student 'mows the health conditions
lapplicable to the gm o of tennis in-
Icludingz physical conditioning, warm-
up, care of injuries, not eating when
exhausted, cooling of after strenuous

Lexorce.

The student is able to analyze and
evaluate his performance in tennis,
both in raotio6 end in a game.

I 11 H K7

I U H K3

K8

I U P43 2

P65 3

6

8

5.1 (C) Safety
(C).CourLosy
(V1)Hespect Co:

others

(C) Safety

(VI )PhytAcal

well being

(C) Evaluation
(C) Performanc,

level
(V1)Growth and

Developmeni



arL Dal iports

CURE GOALS

stoden1:.

eyelved

of runr....nr ui
lat the first

stur t

vaultin W40

iThe
tribeS 01 i,471.rol

h awl er threw.
L..

Th trut ki
rel-etd

clndrig

checlemar,
pit.

The sturient

inclu6e Ja7e

1..A,11c Jump,

PIP Stolelderit KII

terms related
I in tr

_block, stricie

rhvthm.

The student trn

tsrmt; relatel

tra67
exohange zcns,
lag, recellre:',

medle7.

PIE.;7- E-JJCATION

'0=i FltAld

iow:-: that javelin throw- I U H G2 (G) History,
'am early man's spear K8 sports

that the popularity I U H G2 History,
.es hack to 776 B.O. KB sports
iA Olympic races.

the origin of pole U H G2 (C) History,

'Ple6levl times. K8 sports

sows the European seltic U H G2 (,-) History,

-J,k; the shot put and K8 sports

cwo the definition of I U H Kl
field events in- K2

oe(!h, take-off, toe

ria leg, lead leg,
oeP bar, standards,
Fr4., recovery, ring. -.

ows thst field events I U H
ii;. Sh,4, High Jump,
.7., Psis Vault, Triple

ows the definition of I U H Kl
to the ranning events K2
-linci: bl*sa.r., starting

17ink, spring, pace,
jog.

ows the definition of 1 U H Kl
::', relay ovente in IC?

.7 batan, pass
lead off, anchor,

pursuit, shuttle,



lrin=1.vi and anal_ Sports

COURSE CO' LS

0 Fi (Cont.)

The s,,.,udent knr,,.!'s the various char-

aoLaristics fDr t following running

events, such a: -nt, middle

distanc distance.

U H 1(3

The student kno track (-vont dist anoes U H K2

are men: ured

units.

metric ui t,,t,s or Fnglish

The student nows th. it_ governing

the performtue of various field
events.

The ; tud:=.n t knows the official spec-

ifintions of' the implements used in
field. events (e.g., weight, size,

shnne).

The stu i It

running everts.
ow the rules governing

The student knows the aporooriate,
form for starting positions including:
bunch, medium, elongated, standing.

The student knows the essential
elements of sprinting including:
start, fast acceleration, staying
in lane., running through the finish
line.

The student is able to respond to the
starting commands in the running

event.

The stndent knows the desired qualitie
for n sprintlr in track, such as:

(1) strensth, (2) natural speed, (3)

coordination, t t l oncentration,

(5) dediostiOn determination.

I U H K2

K9

IUH

PIUH

U H

6

K I 6

K9

Ki

K2

U H K3
K8

PIUH P65 2

3
6

I U H K7 2

0

(C) Movement

techniques

Movement

Lechniquch

(C) Movement
chniques

Growth and
developnen

(C) Movement

techniques



iudiviau; a

COURSE GOALS

spurts

Track and Field Cont.

IThe student is able to sprint in track
1

I-using the appropriate body mechanics,
Lform and skill.

The JLaden. knows the esoutial skills
of long distance running, such as:

arm position, length of stride, pacing,
breathing.

The student knows the elements in the
development of a running pace include:
muscular endurance, respiratory

Lendurance, consistent training.

The student knows the various ways
of exchanging a baton in track relay_s
including: blind pass, candlestick.

The Auderlt i able tc exchange a
baton in track relays using the
appropriatn body mechanics, form and

Lskll.

The student known the appropriate
body mechanics, form and skill for
the essential elements of hurdling
including: start, body height over
hurdle, take-off-landing, stride
between hurdles, finish.

The - uden able to run a hurdle
race using the appropriate by

Lrnecnanics, form and skill.

I it

U H

U H

I U H

I U 1

U H

U H

K3

Kg

N7

Pal
P65

Pb1 2

1365 3
6
8

8

2

6

vnment.

teChn1que:.

P:=;ychomoL)r

perlormucc

NovomenI

eclin

Psychm lor
perrormancQ

MCIN mon(

Lechnignos

(C) PsychomoL),

perlormancc

men,,

clues;

(C) P ychomo(or
perrormAnce

(C) MovemrInt"

es
Psychomol.n.

performnce



ru1 crtti

T (7.012;

.
1Cent.

7,Tho '4:15ve 'r.he appropriate body
form And skill for oole
such as,- riding the pole,

:.he bony up and over the cress
000

mouu,3 thu prefe'crod

,-.11araeteristics for a polo

rud strength in arms

J sl',.0nld,e7 girdle, coordination,

nnp. rt-dwer,

The st.Aont :u; able to pole vault

1 using ael5repriate body mechanics, form 1

erd

1

U H Ke 2

6

1The svi.dent knows the appropriate body
Imnehanics, form and, skill involved

in throwing the discus including:
IgrJp, position in cirele, turn, drive,
bull, release, roeovery.

The student knows that the skill

1 progressions in the disens throw

inoluder, standing throw, twisting
throw, rotating throw,

The i,tudent is able to throw a discus

nsdng the Appropriate body mechanics,
Lform and skill,

U H

U H

U H

U H

H

The student !rnows the appropriate hay I U

meehanis, form end skill o the

stegc75 In blp7h. Jur:icing including:

;
RVD7OF.1711- ,0-off, flight in air,

lanr1 ing
1

P6I 2

P65

6

B

K7

Kli 2

6

P61 2

P65 3

6

3

2

6

.0

(C)

:overlent,

Lechni( ue

Cirowth and

development,

(C) Movemcni,
Lechniqucs

-ovoment,

techuLtinpL3

C Psychomotor

performance

(G) Movement,

techniques

(C) Novement,

techniques

(C)

(G)

Movement,
techniclueS
Psychomotor
performance

Movement,

techniques



rnd viAnal and Dual Sports

GOIMSE GOALS7- -
Track and Field Cont.

The student knows tho styles used for P 1 U H

bi& jumping j,ncluding: western roll,
str;?_ddle roll, flop, scissor.

The sLudent is able to execute the
hiFn jumc usin. the appropriate style,

mec.hanics form and skill.

I-The stuOent 1.,:nowc the various leg

actions eL lorig jumping including:

hitch-kick ;running), knee lift.

The studont Ynuws the appropriate body
mechanics, form aad L,kill for the
cheracteristino of long jumping in-
cluding : approach, take-off, flight
In air, tnding

The adent able to perform a
lo uni, appropriate bodyng

ki_mechan:,cs and s al.

'r is ntl ;rt. knows appropriate body
mecl form an skill in putting
a shot rl lu.j.isrg 2 (1) leg drive,
(2) bo rotation (3) transfer of
weight, thrust of arm.

The student knows the physical char-
acerietice porrerrod for the shot
putter track including: strength,

ec coordination.

The student is able to put a shot with

the appropriate body mechanics, form
and skill°

I U H

IUti

I U

I U H

U H

U H

U H

K)

F62
P65

L

i Clue

lovor Tnt,
iqueLi

PsychomoLor
performance

K3

P65
3
6
8

K3 6

P61
P65

2

3

2

3
6
B

Movement .

Movement
techniques

(C ) Movement,

techniques
(c) Psychomotor

performance

(c) Movement,

techniques

Lh nnd

devoIopmenl.

ovement

echniouPs
SyChOmuLOT
performce



ducation

individual and Dual Sports

COURSE GOALS

5.10 Track and Field (Cont.)

The student knows the appropriate body
mechanics, form and skill in throwing

a javelin including: carrying an

approach, change to throwing position,
transferring weight on cross over step,
follow through.

I U H K7
6

(C) Movement,
tecLniques

(C )Psychomotor
performance

The student knows the perferred U H K8 2 (C) Growth and

physical characteristics for a javelin 3 development

thrower including: arm and leg
strength, upper body development,

coordination.

8

The .student is able to throw a javelin

using the appropriate body mechanics,

form and skill.

U H P61
i'65

2

3

6

Movement,
techniques

(C) Paychometoi

8 performancE

-The student. knows the strategy involved
in positioning runners for relay

events including: anchor-man, baton
exchange, lead man.

H K8 6 4d Strategy,
sports

The student knows the strategy involved
in runn ing a long distance race in-

eluding: pacing, conserving energy,
finishing techniques.

U H K8 6 (C) Strategy,
sports

The student knows the official dimen-
sions, markings and equipment needed

for field events.

rhe student knows the following safety

U H

I U H

K2

K3

6

(C) Safety

concepts for participation in track

events: (1) run in lanes, (2) run
with adequate space between runners,

K4

K8

6 (V1)Respect fo

others

(3) track surface free of obstacles,

(4) proper footwear.



Individual and Dual Sports

COURSE GOALS

PHYL;IcA EDUC'falt)11

.10 Track and Field (Cont.)

I U H K3

Kh
K8

L)afety

Respec for
others

The student knows the following safety
concepts for participation in field
events: (1) marked off areas, (2)
adequate landing pits, (3) take-off
boards firmly anchored, (4) proper
return of all field implements (e.g.,
shot, discus, javelin, etc.).

The student is able to analyze and I U H P43 2 la Evaluation
evaluate his performance in track,

both in practice and in competition.
3
6

Lia

Lib

j'erformance
level

8 Lie
!rd

(V1)(;rowth and

development



lndividunl nnd Dual Sports

COURSE GOALS

1111(. I EDUCATION

5.11 Wrestlin,

The student knows that wrestling is I U H K6 ') Historv,

an ancient form of body combat. sports

The student know:1 the definition of I U II K2 6

the wrestling terms related to the
(individual) scoring system including:
takedown, reversal, escape.

The student knows the definition of 1 U II K2 6

terms involved with a team scoring
system of wrestling including: fall,
decision, draw.

The student knows that wrestlers corn- U H K2
pete by weight classifications. ,i

Ille student knows that the length of I U H K2
a wrestling match varies with different K9
age levels.

Che student knows that the rounds in I U H K2 6

wrestling are broken down into three
Nual length periods.

Cho student knows the infraction rules I U Ii K2 6

)f wrestling including those regarding: K9
insportsmanlike conduct, flagrant
misconduct-, foreign substance on skin,
innecessary roughness.

:he student knows that the referee's U H K2
yhistle is used in the following K7
situations: out-of-bounds, beginning
latch, illegal holds, stalling calls,

potentially dangerous situations.

'he student knows that a draw in I U H K7 6

nestling competition is followed by K8
n overtime match.a



L

Individual nd r s

COURSE COALS

PHI'S] ENCATTON

501. Wrestling (Copt.)

1 U H K1The student knows the definition of
the llegal holds in wrestling in-
cluding: head scissors, double arm
bar, lull nelson, head lock without
the ann, twisting knee lock.

The student knows when the following
holds in wrestling are illegal: head
lock, scissors, double wristiock,
chicken wings, body lock.

U 11 Ki

K2

6

The student knows the definition of
the terms related to wrestling includ-
ing: bridging, takedowns, reversals,
escapes, breakdowns.

U H K2

The student knows the starting position
for ranch of the three rounds in
wrestling.

the student knows the form implied by
several difa-ent wrestling styles
including: high school (Folk), free
style, collegiate, Greco-Roman.

the student knows the appropriate
body mechanics, form and skill for
the skills of wrestling including:

1 U H

U H

1 U H

K2

K9

K2

K2 3

takedowns, reversals, escapes, break-
;lawns, budging.

the student is able to perform the 1 U H P61 2

grestling skills using the appropriate P65 3

body mechanics, form and skills. 6

he student is able to execute the I U H P61 I

Following; elements of wrestling skills:
iumb back, quick ankle, floating,

itance reaction (squared or staggered).

P65

M emcM,
.hnicine

(C) ft)vement

techniques

C) Movement
techniques

C) Psychomotor

performance

r) Movement

techniques

) Psychomotor
pnrtormance



In d Dual Sport-

COURSE GOALS

5.I1 Wrestling tout.

3_

The student is nbl- to wrestle fromfrorl U II P61 2 (l%) Novi:1mm!

the referee's position: position of P65 3 tecliniquer

advantag e, position of diadvnntage. 6 (C) Psvchomot:q-

8 performance

The student is able to use strategy d 11 P61 6' (C) Movement

in Inkedowns including: hand fake, P65 technique::

fool. patterns, hand fight, use of

center line, use of boundary line.

Str,litc;;y

The student knows the protective
equipment needed in wrestling consists
of: ear guards, knee pads, shoes,
and mats.

U H K2

K3

6 (C. ) '-; IcLy

The student knows desirable health

practices in wrestling including:

1 U H K8 5 Safety

disinfect mats, clean uniforms, wear
shoes, avoid contageous disease, wear
head gear.

The student knows the value:: of con-
ditioning before performance in
wrestling.

1 U H K7 5 (C) Safety
(C) Fitness

The student knows that for purposes of
safety in wrestling, the following
conditions are desirable: uncrowded
mats, disinfected mats.

1 U II K7 5 (C) Safety

The student knows that the following U H K2 5 (C) Safety

are potentially dangerous wrestling
holds: guillotine, chicken wing,
grapevine, reverse cradle.

6

The student is able to evaluate his 1 U H P62 3 (C) Evaluation

level of wrestling ability. P65 5 (C) Performance
level

(V1) Growth and

development



NY,HCAL EDUCATIOK

O. ROCrUati0041 GMMOS

V'

COURSE GOALS

. ko_e_reational Games

I U 11

.

K4 3

6

3a

4M

4d

le student knows the location and use
F print and nonprint materials related
) recreational games in physical
iucation (e.g., card catalog: "Sports-
Lctionaries"; area and building audio-
Lsual catalogs: "Tennis, Table"Y.

.

.

.

(C) Res.-mut:es,

sporLs
(VOinquiry



Rec::eaLiwInt (:ame

COURSE -OALs

The tutidew

AL EIV, LLY

1.l Attjtudes and Values

The student knows physical (iiness
benefits to he derived from recreational
gamvs including: efficient functioning
oI body processes and (Ifficient body
mechanics.

kiiw I lu aspects 11-
sportsmanship that may be derived From
recreational Barnes including: respect
tor others, ability In play by Ow
rules, and developmnt of social-
emotional sthility,

student iws the benefits of the
accepted courtesies inherent in recrea-
tional games including: ability to
enjoy games as leisure activities
and development of social amenities

Thu student knows ways in which physical
and social skills used in recreational
games may be applied to activities
after Lie 's formal educ ation

I t! II

I U II

U

I<:t

KS

K3

KS

K3

K8

7

4

(1,

phvNicA
( Vi th,

IX' I )Wc I I Inc

ph ys

(c)

(VI)kospo.c(

It hers

(C, ) \\'a lily

(C) Value



o. Recreational Games

CO

N '81G L EDUCATION

6.2 ClrequeL

The student knows the game or croquet
had its origin with the French.

I U H G2

KI

4 (C) History,

games
K4

The student knows the of croquet
relating to 'Mooting.

1 U H K2

K9

The student knows the meaning of
croquet terms including: roquet,
croquet, ricochet, rover, and boundary.

I. U H KI

The student knows that the following
terms are related to croquet equipment:

I U H K1

mallet, ball, wicket, and end stake.

The student knows the meanings ot the
markings on balls, mallets, and stakes.

I U H K2

K7

6

The student knows the appropriate form 1 U H K1 6 (C) Psyehamotor
for the various stroking skills of
croquet including: front stroke, side
stroke, and roquet stroke.

K3 performance

The student knows the strategies in- I U H
volved in croquet including: keeping
opponent away from wicket and keeping
your ball in good playing position.

K7

K8

6 (C) Strategy

The student knows the official equipment I UJI
used in playing croquet including:
mallet and ball for each player, nine
arches, and two end stakes.

Kl

K3

6

The student knows the safety factors P I U H K7 5 (C) Safety
related to croquet including: keeping
toes away from mallet and not tripping
over wickets.

K8 6



it I i 11-;;

C GII1157 COATS.

1a2

I U It 143

P61

2

3

6

(C) Evd1i4ition

(C) PerEormane

level

(VI)Grow[h and

devolopmee

The sLudcni is able LD omaly:Lc and

ovotonte his performance in fl crOquOL
mami,!.



6 Recreational Games

PHYSlCAL EDUC T10N

COURSE GOALS

ter Games

No goals Kac.
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Tlte student knows the approprLtc torm 1 P I

for the skIlim nood(10, fcr playing
!

totherb;.0.1 111 c1 udin,'7: hitrilig Lhe

serve and hitLing the moving bol].
1

1

Thr:, studQnt is able to exocoLc tether- ; P 1

hall gkdlls wiLh the opprnpriate lore
including: putting the boll into play

i

Lw. a servo and winding the bp,11 arounc,

the pole.

K3 1

K7

P 13 1

PO5 3

6

(L) r3yrtlt,
perorwo



yHTS1_CAL,

keel:eational Games

COURSE COALS

6.4 Totherball (Cont.

Th.o student knows Lite Litrategtos

irtkiuived in totherhall including:

keeping the ball high, Liming the hit,
and waiting for completed revolution..

Thu f,Ln&:rit hnow8 Lhe equipment noed(,d

to play totherball including: pole,
tetherball, rope, and nonswiveling henk.

The student knows that totherball aret
are ion: to. an adcquato distance apart
for satety purposes=

-co/i / r
-=1 /..c.1 - .--/ \ r.. '2.- - 'PI , '-'1' }V/,, Ci ',9. '.. 17

, 0' ," 6 :, i ,
'''' ' I ''''' '' / '1:
d'i, '. -%t? tf;' / ,Z.:' -;''''' {, 'S''
/ :6''', ,'13 / ..e.' :-',/,,,' -ex -,-,,' / tr,' --f;, d,
- ------

P 1 IT ri K1

K

1 1 U H t-=/

The student knows that the totherball P 1 U H
rope and ball should be checked regular-
ly for safety hazards=

The student is able to analyze and
evaluate his skills in tetherball
including: wrapping the ball,
alternating hits, and applying
strategies=

P 1 (I ti P,!i3 2

3

6

(CI ,rlic,==y

(1,) lull ion

(C)

dcvelopmer1
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Reercatiunal Caws

MIME GOALs

Hors,Ishe

The student knows the recreational
value associated with the game of

horseshoes including: social atmos-
phere, versatility of equipment, and

lifetime activity.

The student knows the game oC horseshoes
was played otter the down of the
Christian ern by the Greek and Roman

armies.

The student knows that originally
hnn'seshoes were thrown for distance

The student knows the definition of
terms related to the game of horseshoes

including: shoe, caulk, stake, pit,
court, ringer, and delivery.

The student knows the official rules of

horseshoes including: foul line,

yftching distance, and first pitch.

The student knows the official rules for
scoring in horseshoes including: ringer,
leaner, and closest shoe:

The student knows the rules governing
fouls in horseshoes including: pitching
out of bounds, pitching out of turn,

and foul line.

The student knows the appropriate form

1:03: the skills involved in pitching
a horseshoe including: grip, sighting,
stance, pitch, release, and

through.

The student knows the elements of effi-
cient horseshoe pitching including:
landing position of the shoe, Consistent
pitching style, and efficient aiming

skill.

U 11

DU

U 11

U 11

U 11

U11

K8

C?

.K4

G2

K4

Kb

KI

K2

K2

,K3

K2

K9

K2
Ky

K3

K3



PHYSIC EDUCATION.

KecreaLional Games

6L5 HorsesL)e .chin,,Cjc2L_t..)

The student is able to execute the pitch U H P61 ivoment
in horseshoes using the appropriate form
including the twist pitch and the flip
pitch.

P65 techniques
Psychomotor
performance

The student is able to apply learned U H P65 2 Strategy
knowledge, skill, and strategy in a 3 (C) Psychomotor
game situation. 6 performance

The student knows the specifications
4 _.

the official horseshoe including:
U H K9 6

width, length, weight, and span.

The student knows the safety elements in
loraeshoes including: crossing the
pitching area, interference with
ppponent's pitching, and handling the
shoes.

he student is able to analyze and

U H

U H

K3

P65

5

2

Safety

(C) valuation
evaluate his performance in horseshoe 3 (C) Performance
Atching including: pitch for distance,
)itch for accuracy, and strategies
involved.

f level

(V1)Growth and

development



!Wevudtion:tt talocti

COMSE COALS

IV :\f CA_OOX

C.6 o iL s

1' 1 ll II (:'.)
,

0 (C) Htsi-n-v.Thu btlittent know that quoits w;1
derived Itom the game Ji- horseshoes. K4 g;inic :4

The student knows that the English
Intr6duced quoits to the United States
in the seventeenth century.

1 U H C;2

K4

4 (C) liAt..,,r),

g,imes

Thu student knows the definition 01_

quoit terms including: quoits, frame,
hose, pin, and court.

I 1 U II KI

K2

6

The student knows the rules for quoits
including: starting game, pitching
prucudures, fouls, official equipment.
sod court specifications.

line student knows that the rules for
icoring in quoits include: ringer scores

P 1 U II

PTUH

K2

K9

K2

-K9

6

2ounL five points, base shoes count
me point, and highest score after ten
:rames wins.

the student: knows the appropriate Corm P 1 U I P6I 6 (C) Psychomottu
,or the skills involved in pitching
luoiLs including: grip, sighting

P65 per 1 d r ma it ct

;Lance, pitch, release, and follow
Ihrough .

he student is able to pitch quoits PlItH P65 '._ (C) Psychemotol
tsing the appropriate form. _

portormonc(
6

he student knows that quoits strategy
ncludes: knocking opponent's quoit
way from pin and getting quoit close':

1 U t K7

KS

6 (C) Strategy

o pin .

he student knows that as a satecy PlUlt K2 5 (C) SnIcty
recaution in quoits the courts must be K8 6 precrlution:
t least 5 feet apart.



6. Recreational Games

PHY EDt AT1ON

OtiRSE GOALS

f._6R0-et_

P 1 U 11 PO 2

3

6

3

(C) Evaluation
(E) Performance

level

(V1)Growth and

The student is able to evaluate his
performance in quoits.

development



6 . 7 Volley Ten q

The student knows that volley tennis
originated as t playground re:reational
p:ame.

The student knows Ow volley tennis
a variation of volleyball and lawn

The student knows the dofiniti
terms in volley tennis includi
'kill man" and setup.

A

The student knows the penalty is "side
out' or loss of point for violation of
volley tennis rules including: four
hits on a side; ball caught, held, or
kicked; reaching over or touching net
player hitting ball twice in succession;
and two bounces of ball on court.

The student knows the penalty is loss
of serve for violations o volley tennis
rules including: two hands on serve;
foot beyond base line; assisting on
servo; and ball toHching net.

The student knows that the rules for
scoring in volley tennis include: only
serving team can score, fifteen points
constitute a game, and team must win by
two points.

The student knows the rules governing
the players rotation in volley tennis.

The student knows the volley tennis
rules governing the following: hitting
catching, scooping, and lifting.

The student knows the rules governing
the serve in volley tennis including:
ball bouncing on server's side first,
center front player hitting ball over
net, only one attompt for the servo, and
completing serve behind base line.

1 U 1-1

1. U

U II

I U

1 U 11

I II 11

C2

Erg

K4

(:2

K2

KY

K2

K9

K2

K2

1:9

K2

K2

K9

1(2

6

HisLot:,
g;Imos

His1.11v,
y,;1111C:,



PUS !CAI. EtiPC

6.7 1 Te u g2131_1

The student knows there may he six or
eight players to a team in volley tennis,

The student knows the : proprt: e lurm

I 11 It

1 U II

cet

13

Ph1 PsychumuL,rtor the skills af volley tennis includ- P05 l

perIcu-mincering those for seving, playing the "kill"
position, and recurring the ball.

6

The student is able to perlorm the 1 U II POI 2 (C) Psyelionskills of volley tennis using the
appropriate Corm.

P65 3 pertotmance

The stt dent knows the strategy involved
in volley tennis including. the set-up,
playing the net, and defending against
the "kill" man.

I U H X7
K8

s', L r te"vl

The student knows the equipment needed
tor volley tennis is a net and ball
(volley ball).

1 U I-1 K2 6

The student knows the specifications
for the playing area in volley tennis.

I U U K2 6

The student knows that the playing area
for volley tennis should be clear of any
obstacles.

P 1 U U K7

K8
Safety

The student is able to evaluate his I U It P43 2
Evaluationlevel of performance in volley tennis. P47 1

6
(C) Performance

level

(V1)Growth and

development



EDUC1

De -I is

1 LI 11

1 U H

0
14

Kl 6

History.

gdmos
T11,=! s t L knows that the game of deck
tennis originated on-board ocean liners
after World War 1.

The student knows the defini of.

deck tennis terms including: court,
ring, net, foul lines, neutral area,
let, and toss.

The student knows the rules associated
with scoring in deck tennis.

I U H 1(2

K9

The student knows the penalties for
rule violations in he game of deck
term

I U H K2

K7

6

The student knows the appropriate form
for the skills of deck tennis including:
grip, serve, catch, and return.

I U 1 Ps chomoto
performanc

The student is able to execute the
skills involved in deck tennis using the
appropriate tom.

1 U IL P65 2 (C) I'svchctino1.a

'perlorminc

The student knows the official specifi -.
cations for the playing court in deck
tennis.

I U H K2

The student knows the strategies invol-
ved in deck tennis including: change
of pace, careful placement of returns,
and -play to opponent's weaknesses.

I U 11 1 8 Strategy

The student is able to analyze and I U H P43 Evaluacior

evaluate his performance in deck tennis. 3 (C) Performanc

6 level

(V1 )Crowth and

developmci



rehtionA. Gnmt!s

COURSE GOALS

.AL CDU 104.

---- ------

Floor Tennis
1

The student knows that floor tennis
is an adaptation n tennis and

I U H G2

K4
(C) history,

games
table tennis. ,

The student knows the scoring rules
of floor tennis.

I U H K2

10

6

Adaptation

The student knows the appropriate Corm I U H K3 6 (C) Psychomotor
for floor tennis including forehand
stroking, backhand stroking, and
serving.

K7 performance

The student is able to execute the I lT H P65 2 Psychomotor
Skills of floor tennis using the
appropriate form.

3 performance

The student is able to utilize the 1 U H P65 2
skills of floor tennis in a game

3
situation.

6

The student knows that the strategies I U H
for playing floor tennis parallel those
for table tennis and lawn tennis.

G2

K7

h (C) Suite

The student knows the equipment needed I U H
to play floor tennis includes: paddle,
ball, net, and playing area.

K3

The stadent knows that safety practices I U H
for floor tennis include: adequate
space between courts, adequate stroking
clearance behind court, and keeping
spectators and ad .cent participants
away from active players.

K7 5 (C) Safety

The student is able to analyze and I U H P47 2 (C) Evaluation
evaluate his performance in floor tenni,
(e.g., execution of strokes, serving
skill, and defensive play) .

3

6

(C) Performance
level

(V1 )Growth and

development



RecrQa 11-Q fl

COURSE GOAT

6,1.0

The stu6ent knows that the-
paddle tennis dates 6ack to 1f98
the game was devised by Frank

The student knows the definition of
terms as associated with paddle tennis
including: advantage, baseline, court
deuce, let, net, paddle, serve, act,
and volley.

_

The student knows the rules associated
with paddle tennis including those
concerning count markings: hall in play
singles and doubles play, and serving.-

The 3dent knows the appropriate form
of the skills of.paddle tennis including
the grip, the stroke (forehand drive,
babkhand drive, service, olley, smash)

.

The student is able to eecute the
skills of caddie tennis using the

Lappropriate form.

The student knows that
ways of playing the ball i
strategy in paddle tennis
direction, distance) ,

ing the
an effective,

speed,

The student knows the official. s oci-
ficatiens for the equipment used in
paddle tennis (including paddle, ball,
net) .

The student able to analyze and
evaluate his performance in paddle
tennis.

K9

I [ Iti K7 6

IUH1 P61 2

P65

IUHI K7 16
i K8

I U H Kl

K2 6

IUH P4 2

1

(C) Psychomocc
erformahc

C) Psyehometc
per.formonc

StraLegy
Psychomot,:

performanc

(C) Evaluatioi

(C) Pcrforman(

level
(V1 )Growth an(

de-veloigm



a

d

Pocreation:11 Games

COURSE COALS

b. it SItufflebo a-1

The student knows that shuffleboard 1 U H 4 History,
originated inEngland. K4 games

The student knows that shuffleboard I U H K4 4 (C) History,
gained its popularity aboard luxury

games
liners that sailed between America and
Europe.

The student knows the definition of I U H K1
terms as associated with shuffleboard
including: cue, disc, court, dead line,
and baseline.

The student knows the rules for playing I U H K2
shuffleboard including those regarding: K9
court specifications, court markings,
scoring, equipment, rules of play, and
singles and doubles play.

the student knows that the appropriate U H K7 Psychomotor
form for the skills of shuffleboard K8 performance
includes a smooth stroke, follow through
of the cue, and application of the
i_ght amount of pressure.

Che student is able La execute the 1 U H P6L. ( (C) Psychomotor
;kills of shuffleboard using the

performance
appropriate form.

lie student is able to utilize his I U H P65 6 Psychomotor
acquired skills in a shuffleboard game. performance

'he student knows strategics associated I U H K7 6 (C) Strategy
lth the game of shuffleboard including: K8
necking opponent's disc off scoring
rea, placement of discs to protect
coring area, and hitting opponent's
iscs off center.
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'1CAL EDUCATION 10

COURSE GOALS

12 Tab

The student knows the meaning of the
official markings on a table tennis
court.

The student knows that the regulating
bodies for table tennis rules are the
United States Table Tennis Association
and the International Table Tennis
Association.

The student knows the rules for the
official game of table tennis.

The student knows the difference be twe
single and double table tennis rules.

The student knows the appropriate form
for shots used in table tennis includ-
ing forehand, backhand, chop, and
smash.

The student knows the ways of nutting
spin on a table tennis ball including
topspin and backspin.

The student is able to execute the
skills in table tennis using the appro-
priate form.

11 1l K2

UH 1(2

I if H K3

I Ulf

I U H P65

The student knows the strategy used in I U H K8 6
table tennis including: playing
opponent's weaknesses, putting "English'
to ball, varying serves and returns as
Le type, speed, etc.

The student knows that the equipment
needed for table tennis includes a
9 x 5 foot table, a ball, paddles,
net and brackets.

The student able to analyze and
evaluate his performance in a game of
table tennis,

I U H

I U 171 I K7 I 6

Psychomotor

performance

(C) Psychomot,r
performance

(C) Psychomotor
performance

Strategy

Evaluation

Performance
level

(V1) Growth and
development



PHYSICAL EDUCATION

7. Lifetime (Recreational ) Activities

COURSE GOALS

T-J,time Recreational Activities

PIUN KG 3

4

(l.) Resources
sports

)inquiry

The student know the location and
use of print and non7print materiels
related to lifetime activities in
physical education (e.g., card catalog:
"Boats and Boating," "Swilmning

'lvteula Dance"; Reader's Guide:
"Boats and Boating," "Fishing,"
"Cycling"; Periodicals: Ski MasiLine,
Field and Stream, Outdoor Life; area
and building audio-visual catalogs:
"Self Defense," "Archery" ) .



? sICAL ED UCATION

1 Attitudes and Values

U H Kg 1

4

lb

3c
(V1 )1lhysicat

well-beln-

The student knows benefits that may
be derived from lifetime physical
activities including: providing for
relaxation and recuperation needs,
promoting mental and physical stability,
creating an avenue for self-expression.

The student knows aspects of fellow- U H K3 1 lb
ship that are Inherent in lifelong
physical activities including: pro-
viding varied social environments,
encouraging family groUp participation,
coordinating vocational and recreation-
al interests.

K8
.

4 3c

The stud(mt knows carry-over values 1i K3 1 lb (V1)Rospect forof lifetime physical activities in-
eluding: expanding social interaction,
expressing individuality.

K8 4 3c others

The student knows benefits of the U H 1(3 1 lb
accepted courtesies inherent in life- 1(8 4 3c
time activities including: encouraging
participation in leisure time activ-
ities and helping establish a code
of ethics for participants.

7

The student knows sportsmanship benefit. 1(3 4 lb (V1)31 -tsmnn-which are outcomes of lifetime activ-
ities including: accepting decisions,
being tolerant of others, fair play.

K8 7 3c s hip



7, (1.(2croa

COURSE GOALS

7.2 Archery

TIO

The student kno.s that for centuries L-
how was used as a weapon of war.

U H G2

Kb

4

The student know that )egan as U H 62

nn American sport in 1328,

The student knows how th' bow and
arrow have a i ec Led cultural advances,

studentdent. Knows, the tieii.n.iLion of the

archery term: relating to tRe Dew
including: upper and lower limb, nock,
arrow rest, grip, and belly.

The student knows the definition of
archery terms relating to thearrm.
including: fletchinv, cock feather,
crest, shaft, point (tip, pile, head"),

nook

The studen the definition of
the terms re ated to archery tackle
including: arm guard, finger t.-:o

(glove) , and quiver.

The student lulows the de in Lion of
archery terms related to the bow string
including: serving and cocking point.

The student .knows the definition of
archery terms related to the bow and
arrow including: spine, fistmele,
wobble and composite bow.

The student knows the ciefinitiL t of
target archery terms related to scoring
including: end and round.

K1 6

K3

U Ht Ki

K3

Kl

I H Ki

K3

U U

U H

5

6

K2 6

K3

K2

K9

6

HIst ry,

His_

sports

History,
sports

(C) Cultural

change

Safety



kifetimo

'rLCAL EDUCATION

kecreational) Activities

112,

722-IfILSLYILL

The student knows the scoring rules of
target archery (e.g., target face
consists of five concentric rings;
arrow bisecting a line counts the higher
value; arrows rebounding from the scor-
ing face score the same as arrows
penetrating through the target.

U H K2

K3

19

The student is able to score an end or
a round employing the method for the
kind of archery target in use.

U H P65 6

The student knows the rules of field
archery related to scoring including:
arrows shot from prescribed position,
scoring values, arrows bisecting a

line, and arrows penetrating through
the target.

U li N- 2

K9

The student knows the rules governing
archery target shooting including:
straddling the shooting line, waiting
for signal to begin shooting, shooting
only at the target, stepping back from
the shooting line when your turn is
completed, and waiting for signal to
retrieve arrows.

U H K2

K3

K9

The student knows ways to brace an U H K3 5 (C) Safetyarchery bow including the push-pull
nethod and the step -in (through) method,

The student is able to brace the bow as U H P65

6 (C) Psychomotor

performance

a preparatory element of -hooting in
5

archery.
6

the student knows the appropriate forw U H K3 Psychomotorof the following archery skills:
stance, grip and bow arm, nocking,

6 performance

.rowing, anchoring, aiming., releasing,
and follow-through.



7. Lifetime (Recreational

'SICAl- EDUCATION

Activities

COURSE GOALS

7.2 Archery. (Cont.
Cont.

-----

The student is able to execute archery U 1 P61 (C) Psychomo
_skills using the appropriate form. P65 6 pertermni

The student knows of several games U H
involving archery shooting skills
including: archery golf, wand shooting,
clout shooting, and roving archery.

K3 b (C) Psychomo
per format

The student knows the two main shooting U H
methods used in archery are the instinc-
tive and the sight methods.

K2 Psychcm_

performol

The student knows the common errors in U H
archery techniques including; sighting
with left eye while shooting right
handed, hunching the bow arm shoulder,
anchoring off the incorrect position,
jerking the release hand, and leaning
forward or backward on or before
release

K8 6 Psyclromo.

porformal

The student knows that the archery U II

equipment (tackle) necessary for parti-
cipation is a bow, bow string, and
arrows.

K3 5

The student knows that the equipment U H
used in archery should be fitted to the
individual archer.

K3 5 (C) Safety

The student knows the essential element U H K3
of caring for archery equipment includ-
ing: bow storage, refinishing of
equipment, and arrow storage.

6

The student knows the criteria used by U H K3 5 Safety
the archer for selection of arrows
including: matched spine and weight,
straight shaft, nocks and piles secure,
and length appropriate to arm length
and bow weight.

6
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chw7actorjs -,oerDrmpn(x.
tiLI fte st.ra'ighL rellloKo6,

vuclIrved bow nse,1 in Li :I

rcherv,

r..
! iiic stndent knows r.atetv nri0,:'ii

ifi ihn sporr, of nrch,;:ry -,,nclad-
1

1 illg tbose rom)rding: n:hontin m.-,-rpws

1 nt.n In air, pointin:,_; in ,Irmod bow

1

a oerson lesving is sli)oting bcf.or

shooting is comlActed, and removing
1 arrows carefully,

1.

studont knows -Eh- ,-Ifotg rn i5 or
I arciThry dealing with equipmnc. IncIncLin,
I -Close regatdin' drawing on unarmed bow,
releasing the bowstring unarmed, shoor.-

Iinn damaged arrows, Idlooang arrows that
Lire too short, and using a damaged bow,

71-1Q P,Ludent is ibii' to anaiy4e hi

archery performance including: aiming,
releasing, crowing, and anchor point.

1:

Li P43

P47

6

(;) I ct

Saluty

(C) Ev;iluaLion

(C) Performance
low fl.

(vi: Growth and

devolopmenr
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7 Li 0.ecrori,,nol) ActivitieL

mnv.r. (lry,Ls

1.3 boaLiny

ft ! sLude]lt knows tin df2011i7L1jIn 0.
tcry:s ri-JtaLih ho.it linvignCJIn

Ivw.luchn TA:=31:J:xh, leeward, partsido,,

foyward. troilat. wake,

and wi:word.

The stu,Anl: lit

teems associated with boating iociudjng:

aft, beam, bow, bri4c, cleat, draft,
gunwlo, h.itch, head, hull,

14:01, port, sLarboard, and stern.

The student kilow,1 the rules for safe
boating including those regarding
right-of-way, speed limits, yieldiag.

The student knows the skills involved ir
boat operation including: motor

operation, landing, mooring, launching,

'navigating, maneuvering.

The studenZ knows ways in which boats
are used for recreation including:
cruising, skiing, fishing, and skin
diving.

The student knows the elements of
safety related to boa:ing including:
swimming skills, overturned boat,
overloaded boat, resuscitation methods,
safety vests, and adequate fire pro-

tection-

The student is able to operate a boat

safely.

The student is able to analyze and
evaluate his ability to operate a boat
including: maneuvering, launching,
safety conventions, and docking.

0/

o:k

/ 1

,e4

/

11 H K2

X3

U H K3

K7

I U H K3

Ki

T L I H K3

K8

U H

U H

11, (C) Snct.y

3e 010Cooportaic
(VORespect fc

others

3e

2 la

6 lb

7 3c

8 4g

la

6 lb

3e

P65

6

P43 2

P47 3

6

la

lb

3c

la

lb

(C) Safety

(c). safety

(C) Evainatiol

(V1)Growth on

develonmel
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(.7011;6E C,c-)A1...S

cir unci i fly-

iti! ,itudenf knows iho reason why the
swimmer'b faec and hody are submorged
in waLer.

Cho t2, mi1 n! it ubio tl 0 X0 Cu 1 k2 L110Skilis involved inkreatTh
Iti r while

swimmihr Inel tclinp nioutii hrou LI/bre:it It,, [di11 r, nod rhythmic. hr ou Ching.

cl,e del Hit km tH
swimmimr et, In 1 etl o
a t I .;LL inc hid It:

I 1 ou iny Ncul_ kinr
stroking, treading water, and hbbbing.

I The studont is able an execute swimming
1 skills for staving afloat including:
flontin:, sculling, stroking, bobbing3

Land Oloiing,

Ii)

7-
:)

,4J 1

P I II

I II

P I II

The student is able to perform beginning
1' 1 Hswimming skills including: touching

Loos, prone glide, prone Float, front
dive, and gliding For distance.

The sLudent. knows the appropridte form
I U Hof swimming stroke skills including:

elementary hack, breast, side, American
criwl, hock crawl,. trudgen, and
butLa rfly.

The student knows the appropriate Corm P l U IIfor swimming skills including: the sur-
face dive, sculling, Creading water, and
underwater swimming.

The sendont knows that the following PluN
principles of swimming contribute to
success in performArice: breathing,
reloxation, coordination of orm-log
movemnt.

K I 6

P65

3

P(5

3

6

KI

K2

K3

1(7

KS 6

C,) %!.

pi .1 11 P-1111

((') OH-i

perlormnoce

r C) vrhomot 1r

per(ortorince

(C) Is va.m10:- or
per I D FliAnc

(G) Psyehomif

p0 r rormall VC

(c) Psychomotor
performal,ce



1 EDUC

, ,Iwitlitlinl, and 1.)LvingcLIIL.

I1ie student knows that the combined P 1 U Ii 'f3 (C) 1'sychomoto-

skills needed to execute a variety of
swimming strokes are: gliding, breach-

ing, kicking, and arm action.

K4 performanc'

The student is aole to perform swimming_
ski is using the appropriate term.

PILIII P65 2 Psychomoto

pertormanc

6

The student knows ways in which
competitive swimmers have influenced
the development of swimming techniques.

T. U H K4

K6

(C) iistary,

swimming

The student knows the defini=ion of I U H El Psychomoto

terms related to body positions in
diving including: layout, pike, and

tuck.

K2 performanc

The student knows the appropriate form U H K3 6 (C) Psychomoto

of the skills involved in performing

dives including: surface, front,

somersault, and twist.

K4 performanc

The student knows the appropriate I U H K3 6 (C) Psychomoto

form of the skills involved in making
the approach for the running dive.

1(4 performanc

The student knows the progression of P I U H. K3 6 _ Psychomoto

swimming skills needed to execute the
front dive including: head between
arms, hands entering water first.

K4 performanc

The student is able to use the U H P61 2 (C) Psychomotc

appropriate form in performing dives. P65 3 performanc

6

Thie student knows the elements of

personal swimming safety including:

I U H Safety

never swimming alee, calling for help
only when needed, and following posted
pool rules.



AL- -
iPflPL ,A rlf1

111 koow swimining iol;cue. 1 II Ii
roadlin rescunrs

and imvtrir

iho kr.o-ws the t.-.ch.liquos f:or 1 U 0, K3
,

pon1l survival in '."-;wimmiog omergen- K8
cnrrents,

uhdorLows, and woods.

Tko bllows the Lechnlqu.25 to

survival floating when swilmrdng.
1 0 H

The udcnt kuow!i reasons for pool rulesPlUH Kb U tb
-I nc I II 11d those concerning showering,

batbing caps, ex1,-,ctorating, and open

The studer' knows the olownts of I 1J H

diving sal,,!17 includint2: checking area
Lhotough1y 1),t., diving, seeing that
artla is clear or other people.

The srhde i!.3 able Lo employ beginnin-, P I
SW imming skills in games and eontesLs
including: wnLer dodge ball, cat and
Mouse, poison tai, and re Lays

P65

r,

3

The student is aiqc ro employ hin swim-
1. fl if P05 7

ming Aills in te:Am games including:
volleyball, nnir:h bail, water baseball, 6

water basketball, tug-of-war, and
relays,

The student knivas that swimwdng is a I U H K3 1

means for attaining and maintaining 9

physical. fitness. 6

Ti e stue,en is ahlc L analyze and
evaluate his perCormance in swimming
and 01,ving,

P 1 U U P41

1

6

lb

Hololv

(C)

(C) Saley

(C) PsycH;Imotai

pernrmalic.

(C) Pt=ychomc,!-_,cLne

(C) Fitoc;

physic:a]

physica3

(C) Evaiurtc,)n

(C) Porte:rmanLo

level

(1/1)Crxd;:h and



PHYSiCAL EDU 1'fION

Lifecim (Recroavional ties-

COURSE COALS

_ : If Defense

The student knows that self defense is

historically linked to such combative
sports as ludo, karate, and wrestling.

U H C2

K3

4 lb

4b

(C) History,

sports

The student knows that self defonsehas
evolved from the public's need for
personal protection.

U II G2

K8

illstory;

sports

The student knows self defense terms
including: holds, breaks, counters,

and grips.

U I-i K2

The student knows the definition of
terms related to self defense movement

U H Kl

K2

6 (C) Movement

technique:

techniques including: gripping,

canting, feinting, pivoting.

The student knows the definition of U H Kl 2 (C) Movement

self defense terms related to footwork K2 6 technique:

(stance) including: striding; stradd-

ling, standing switch, fencer's stance.

The student knows the definition of
self defense terms related to neck
holds including: hammerlock and full
nelson.

the student knows the definition of
advanced throws in self defense includ-

ing: over the shoulder, sweeping foot,

inner or outer cut, knee clip, and hip
throw.

U H

U H

Kl

K2

Kl

1C2

6

2

The student knows the appropriate form

for self defense skills including:
countering, escaping, throwing, tripping,
falls, and body roll.

U H k 2

6

Psychomet,

performan,

The student is able to execute self U H P61 2 (C) Psy mot

defense skills using the appropriate

form.

P65 6 performan
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I

ihn student know the ze,,-, in which the I U Hi
Lody parts 1-tey be used self dofensn
weapons (c head, hands, elbows,

Coe),

The student is able to use the head, U H
hands, cklbowa, keen, Cr feet cis

effective self defense weapons,

flit student is able to apply vati,pos U ii
self defense biows to the vulnerable

Laroas of the attacker.

The ,Jtucient knows Lha taking preventivei 0 II

masuros against attack is the preferred
sell defen6e, sLrategy.

1

1

The student knows the strategy of vsingi U H
1self defense skills combinations.

1

1
;The student knows Liao elements of solf U H

dofense strategy 1.0CILICI7JIJ4;: surprising!
the attacker, employing leverage

principles, and using effective
weapons (objects).

The student knows clic hod,: areas that
are vulnerable ill self cleConse includ-
log: bridge of nose, eyes, neck, ribs,
instep.

The student knows that successful se
(personal) defense depends upon. the
overall physical condition of the
participant.

The student knows that the facility for
learning the skills of self defense
should include a shock absorbing
surface.

H

/ C

2

0

P65

3

P65
:(11)-

K8

K8 6

K8

K

U H j K8

1 K9
1

U

a

K3 6

((P Py cu
I orn!rnic-

perform:ince

(C) t

(C) Strategy

(C) 3Lratctgy

(C) Strategy

C) FiLnciss,

physical

Sn e ty



Lifetime (Kecrcational

PHYSICAL EDUCATION

Activities

COURSE GOALS

7.5 Self Defense (Cont.

The student knows that a preferred
safety: practice for participating in
self defense activities is the uearing

of protective clothing.

The student is able to analyze and
evaluate his performance in self
defense activities including holds,
counters, and falls.

121.

U It K3

U H P43 2

3

8

(C) Evaluation
(C) Performance

level

(V1 )Growth and

development
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7,6 Cvelinp

The atudenL knows that cycling had iLS
origin in Europe in the 17th century
as a recreational tivity.

1 U H L.

K4

4 (G) History,
;,ports

The student knows chat cycle racing had 1 11 11

its origin in Europe in the 19th century .

G2

K4

.!, (G) History.
:1,rts

The student knows that cycling has the 1 U H (2 4

largest participation of any world
sport.

1<3 8

'the student knows that cycle racing was I U 11

included in Liu tirst Olympic Games of
the modern era.

C2

K4

4

The student knows that cy.1c racing is i U H
divided into two main categories: road
and track.

K1

K3

6

The student knows the definition of 1 U H
cycling terms related to cycle racing
including: sitting in, echelon, jump,
gearing, anklihg, break away, and
climbing.

Kl 6

1 student knows the characteristics 1 U 11

at variations of cycle races including:

criterion, point, stage, handicap,
match, time trial, pursuit, miss and
out, team, and unknown distance.

Kl

K3

6

The student knows that cycle racing I U U
rules vary with each type of race.

M1

The student knows that international I U H
cycling events are governed by the

Kl

K4
Union Cycliste Internationale. K9

The student knows that cycling in the I LT H K1 6
United States is governed by the K4
Amateur Bicycling League of America. K9



PUSICAL

COI f RSE GOALS

f ON

7.6 GyElinp (Cont.)

The student knows the appropriate form PIUh K3 9 lb (C) Psychomotor

for the skills required for riding a

bicycle including: balancing, pedaling,

steering, starting, and stopping.

3 3c performanc,

The student is able to execute the PIUH P61 lb Psych motot

skills necessary for bicycle riding P65 Sc performance

using the appropriate form. 6

The student knows that racing bicycles U H Adaptation

are constructed for maximum efficiency

including such characteristics as:

6

pedals with straps, lowered handlebars,_

light weight, and narrow wheels.

The student knows that clothing for P I U H 17 5 lb Safety

recreational cycling is selected for
comfort, climate, and safety.

6 .Sc

The student knows that racing cyclists
wear special clothing including: light

shoes, light socks, tights or shorts,
jersey, gloves, and helmet.

I U H K7 5 (C) Safety

The student knows that facilities for
cycle racing include a formal track
(velodrome), street, or open road.

PIUH K7

The student knows the safety concepts P I U H K7 la (C) Safety

for recreational cycling including:
obeying traffic laws, riding single
file at side of streets and highways,
keeping the bicycle mechanically effi-
cient, and using proper lighting at

night.

K8 6 lb

3c

The student knows that racing cyclists
have rules for safety including: wearin=
helmets and special passing procedures.

PIUH K7

K8

5 (C) Safety
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eationa Activities

1 2 ,

COURSE GOAL

The student knows that recreational
cycling can contribute to one's health
by improving strength, endurance, and
organic functioning.

[

The student knows the reasons for con-
ditioning In cycle racing including
endurance and maximum efficiency.

The student is able to analyze and
evaluate his performance in recreational
cycling.

P I U

U

P I U

LIICS:4

owth ;Ind

development
(VI)Well-being,

physical

(C) FiLflOSS

(C) Growth and
development

(V1)Well-being,

physical

(C) Evaluation

(C) Performance
level

(V1) Growth and

development
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LiteLime ,vities

COURSE GOALS

7.7 Angling

The student knows that angling or
as a means of foraging For food.

-The student knows the definition of the
terms associated with angling including:

back lash, fly casting, reel, lure, rod,
setting hook, spin casting, and line.

The student knows the boat operating
rules for angling including those

regarding: licensing, allowable
passengers, speed limits, maximum horse
power, lifesaving devices, safety equip-

ment, and rights of way.

The student knows the -ales for ang1

including those, regarding bag limits,

fish size, legal methods, permissible
bait, licensing requirements, and
season dates.

The student knows the appropriate form
for the skills of various methods of

casting including: spinner casting and

fly casting

The student knows that skills

involved in casting Thflude: control

of line, control of rod, timing, arm
acting, wrist action, and follow-through

The student is able to cast using the=

appropriate form.

The student knows strategies for suc-
cessful angling including: working the

bait, detemining fish habitat, observ-
ing sun shadows, using effective lure,
avoiding noise and motion, and observin

signs of feeding fish.

I U F I K4

Kb

I U Kl

K3

I U 11

I U H

U H

I U

I U H

K2

K3

K7

K9

K9

K3
K9

K3

K3

K7

P61

P65

K7

K8

6

2

Hit=tot

sports

ychomoto

performanc

PSychoMO EC
rerformanc

Psychomo tc

performani

Strait:
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LiLL!Lime (crcational) Activities

E GOALS

6§L 4T ON

4L'Jjj'ILiSIELL.L

1 U H

I U H

K3

K3 5

4

Safi.!ty

The student l o¥s the equipment needed
for angling including: rod, reel, line,
lures, leaders, and hooks.

The student knows the elemen 7 of sate t
for angling including: adequate space,
ability to swim, first aid supplies, an
suitable clothing.

The student is able to analyze and 1 U U P43 2 (c) v;v1 1w11:. Ai

evaluate his angling skills including:
casting techniques, sight selection,
and number of fish caught.

6



PHYSiCAl. C,:pULATION

LifetiMQ (keQventionaL) ActiVitieS

CoURSE GOALS

i.H Mack Packin_g)

P I U 1 K/I

KS

3e

_Ilikihi,

The student knows that the reasons for
Lie popularity of hiking as a recrea-
tional activity include: inexpensive-
ness, variety at experiences, -opportun-

ity for nature appreciation.

The student knows the elemunts of hiking
including: type pi: packs, articles

needed, length of hike.

.

I U II K3 ,6

Thu student knows the delinition of l U U K1 11

terms associated with hiking including:
pack, compass, shelter, survival, and
trail.

K2 6

The student knows that Chu skills
associated with hiking include: fire-

building and cooking, use of knife and
latchet, shelter construction,
sanitation, use of compass, and safety.

the student is able to use skills

T U H

l II H

K3

Phi

a

3

(r) Psychomuil
pcclormanc

.

(C) Psyt:homan

associated with hiking appropriately. PO 1, perIormanc
5

rho student is able to make appropriate 1 U H PO 2

Jreparation tor a hilL! including: 3 '

5electing a suitable pack, determining
the distance to cover, and selecting the
srticies needed.

rho student is able to prepare a water- 1 U 11 P65

6

)roof shelter using native materials

including:. limbs, logs, and leaves.

the student knows that the reasons for 1 U II K3

6

/I

.

)hysical endurance in hiking include:
safety, completion of task, and ease of

5

:'.flort.

.



PHYSICAL EDUCATION

Lifetime Recreational) Activi ties

COURSE GOALS

128.

Cont.

The student knows elements of safety
associated with hiking including:
wearing appropriate footwear,, carrying
all7weather clothing, avoi

cl

iing hiking

iialone, choosing familiar a ea, carrying.
first aid kit, carrying f4d and water,
staying alert; and rest periods.

The student knows that wearing ap _

priaLe attire for hiking is a preferred
health practice (e.g., rain gear,
waterproof boots, all-weather jacket,
gloves.

The student is able to analyze and
evaluate his performance on a hike
including: endurance, following course,
shelter building, and meal preparation.

Saicty

(C;) Safety

(VI )Well-bei

physical

(C) Evaluation

(C) Performance
level

(V1)Growth and
development



PHYSICAL EDUCATION

7. Litelime ional Activities

COURSE GOALS

3.9_,MaLing_Alce)

I U 11 K4 4 (C) Histovy,
sports

Tho student knows Chat ice skating
originated when pioneer Swedes and
Nnrsemen strapped hones to their feet
to travel over the ice and crusted snow.

The student knows that ice skating is a
popular activity which can be enjoyed
by a wide range of age and ability
groups.

P I U H K4

K7

3 3c

The student knows the types of ice
skating including: plain, speed,
figure, and hockey.

I U H K3 b 3c

The student knows the definition of
terms related to ice skating including:

I U II 1K1

blade, edge, glide, rink, push-off,
and sculling.

The student knows the qp apriate farm
of the skills associated with ice 1 -

in including: forward skating, back-
ward skating, stopping, starting, and
turning. .

I U H 6 Psy iamouc
pert. rman(

The student is able to execute the P 1 U l P65 Psychnmou
skills of ic6 skating. 3 pertorman(

4

flie student knows the kinds of skates
le-ded for varying ice skating activity
(c. .- hockey, speed, figure).

the student knows the elements of safety
associated with ice skating including:

I U H

1 U U

F3

K7

K7-

8;

S.

Safety

)ody control, falling carefully, clean
ice surface, and alertness while
;1Wting.

Ole student knows that wearing suitable
ictire tditle ice skating is a wise

ealth practice.

P 1 U H K7

K8-

5 (V1)Well-being
physical.
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te Lime (ecrea Ilona Ac EiviLies

3()

COURSE poi\ LS

t

The student is able to analyze and
evaluate his performance while ice
skating including : ska Ling forward,
skating backward, turning, and stopping.

PILTH P43 (C) Eva }u Lion
(C) Per formanc,,

level
(V b Growth and

dove lo pme-ii



SI \L ED TION

LiicLi7g2 ies

COURSE ',OALS

)ownhila

The that skith

origin in the din avian

about 4000 years ago.

The student knows the differ
between downhill (Alpine) sir
cross-c nitry (Nordic) ski in

The student know the defini
downhill skiing terms inciud
related to CO hill elimbi
sidestep, herringbone, etc.
(2) "braking"-stemming, no

etc. ; (3) turndna--stem, st

parallel, etc. ; and (4) race
slaloms, downhill, etc.

The student: knows the approp
of skiing skills including h
ing,' "braking, and turning

Trhe student knows the role o
following techniques in the
form of downhill skiing: fo

unweighting, weight transfer
angulatlon.

The student is able to ecncu
skiing skills using the appr

The student is able to adapt
Ihill skiing techniques to ch
_snow condition and terrain.

The student knows the essont
of caring for ski equipment
water-proofing And waxing.

The student knows the essent
of selecting equipment for d
skiing including: length of

poles, size of boots, and ad
bindings.

131.

..4-----

g hoc t3

cuntr
U It K6 _, 11 .;tor`

:311,,I:i.6

coxes
ling and

Kl

K2

r 6

1 U 11 n 6

1 ng those

ng--
(2)

tauiuwing,.

em-cheisti

K2

ng

riate form U ll 1 <3 2 (C) Psy -it:

ill climb- i
)rman.

f the I U li KI :hom

appropriate
sward lean,

6 per for,, an.

, and

to downhill U 11 P61 2 (C) Psychomoti

ppriata forl P65 3 performan,

6

his down- U 11 P6l l'sychomot

inges in P65 6 perlorman

Lal elements I U II K3 5

Including: K8 6

Lai elements U H K3 5 lb

iwnhill

skis and

lustment of

6 3c



7. 1,1 fecisne ('ecru

PHIS' 11, EDUCATJ

activities

COURSE GOALS

7.10 ai-la412aLLLLiqaatil

The student is able to select skiing
equipment-using the, accepted criteria
Including: right length, right
strength of bindings, -and well-fitting
shoes.

The student knows the safety concepts
involved in downhill skiing including
those regarding disengaging equipment,
recognizing physical lii itations,
participating when fatigued, skiing
alone, riding the rope tow, and
observing the trail rules.

The student knows reasons for wearing
the appropriate clothing for varying
weather conditions while skiing.

The student is able to evaluate his
performance in skiing. 3

6
S

(C) Safely

(C) Safety

(C) Evaluation
(C) Performance

level

(V1 )Cr°will and

development



COURSE GOALS

PHYSICAL EDUCATION 132

7.11 Darl_LE211

The student knows that folk dancing PIUH C2 History.
originally stems from the celebration
rites of various cultures.

K4 &Inc-jug

Cultural

patter. s

The student knows that folk dancing is I U H G2 4 (C) Cultural
widely practiced as a means of cultural
communication.

K4 patterns

The student knows that the cultural
implications of a particular folk dance
are affected by such elements of the
dance as: style, movement quality--
total body involvement, tempo, and
costuming.

U 11. K8 Cultural
patterns

(C) Cultural
change

The student knows that the beat of folk
dance music is usually carried by such
instruments as the string bass, piano,
or drums.

PIUH 6

The student knows that folk dance
rhythm is recognized by a definite
meter (e.g., waltz-3/4 time, two step- -

I U H 1(7 6

2/4 time).

The student knows the definitions of
terms related to folk dance music
including: meter, note value, rhythmic
patterns, tempo, measure, and phrase.

I U H Kl
K2

The student knows the definitions of
terms related to folk dance formations
including: circle, Sicilian circle,
line, and set.

I U U Kl
K2

The student knows the definition of
the following square dance terms:
patter call, cue, set, home position,
and head and side couples.

U H K1
K2



Ph SI' EDUCATi

'.creationaL) Activities

COURSE GOALS

Dance Folk Cont_

The student knows the definition of the
following square dance pattern terms:
promenade, sashay, dos-a-dos, allemande,
chain, and wheel.

The student knows that the types
American folk dance include: round
dances, contras, square dances, and
social dances.

The student knows the appropriate
formations and characteristics of
the following traditional round (couple)
dances: schottische, polka, waltz,
two-step, and varsovienne (mazurka).

The student knows the appropriate
format_ ons and characteristics of che
contra folk dance including: reel,
jig, and lilt.

The student knows the appropriate forma-
tions and characteristics of the four
main parts of a square dance: intro-
duction, main figure, trimmings (fill-
ins, breaks), and ending.

The student knows the: appropriate form
of traditional folk dance steps includ-
ing: two-step, polka, schottische,
waltz, and mazurka,

The student knows that, the following
elements of body movement contribute
to the beauty of folk dancing: keeping
the body upright, transferring weight
smoothly and evenly, moving on a narrow
base, keeping eyes focused off the floor
or feet, and moving with relaxed body
control.

R3

1(8 6

8



PHYSICAL EDUCATION

Lif.time Itional) Activities

cc !CT GOALS

13 .

7,11 _Dance (Folk) Cont._

The student knows that the following
are some of the step patterns used in
international folk dancing: balance,
buzz step, grapevine. .

I U li K3

The student is able to recognize the P 1 U H P/I3 1

beat of folk dance music. P65 6

.

The student is able to clap or mark time
,

PJ U H PG5' 3

to the beat of folk dance music. ti

The student .._ able to follow directions
indicated by the following elements of
folk dancing: formation, step pattern,
and line of direction.

1 U H Pb5

P79

3

The student is able to apply the pre-
scribed step pattern of the folk dance

1 U H 165

P79

3

to the rhythm of the music. 8

The student is able to respond to the 1 U 11 P65 3

calls of square dance patterns. P79 4 .

. 6

8

The student is able to employ the. U H P65 5 (G) Etiquette
acceptable social amenities while folk
dancing.

P79 7 (VL)Respect L
others

The student is able to perform various 1 U H P79 3

traditional folk dance steps. 6

8

Elie student knows that participation.in
folic dances of a strenuous nature may

1 U H 1.

5

(C) Fitness,
physical

2ontrihute to his physical tiLnesS.
I (V1)WcAl-beln

physical
the student is able to analyze and U U P43 2 (C) Evaluatiof
avaluate his performance in folk clang P47 3 (C) Performan(
Ictivi.ties, 6 level

(1-1-)Growth am

developmet



LiCetime

PHYS EDUCAT10"

tiouaL) Activities

COURSE GOALS

.12 Dance lute etive-Creati

The studcut knows of indi'ii,cluals who
have !lade influential contributions to
the field of dance such as: lsadora

U II K4
K8 8

History,
dancing

Duncan, Charles Weedman, and Martha
Graham.

The student knows the ways in which Ii K4 4
dance styles have been influenced by
dancers in past eras.

K8 8

The student knows the definitions et
musical terms relevant to the dance
including: beat, measure, and meter.

U H , K1
K2

The student knows the definition of
kinesthetic awareness as it relates
to dance (interpretive).

U H Kl
K2

The student knows that movement can be
expressed to a variety of media include
ing: poetry, drum beat, clapping,-
and recorded music.

U H K1 6 (C) Movement

techniques
(C) Psychomotor

performance

The student is able to move to a varier I U H P6.5 3 (C) Movementof media.
4 techniques

Th'the °tnAeni is nto move i a variet 1 U H Pb5

.8 (C) Psychomotor

performance

M ovementof ways by changing accent, tempo, etc. 4 techniques
8 (C) Psychomotor

performance

The student knows the characteristics U Il Ki 6 Movement
various floor patterns in dance. 10 techniques

(C) Psychomotor

performance

The student is able Lo move using a 1 U H P65 3 (C) Movementvariety of floor patterns. P79 4 techniques
8 (C) Psychomotor

performance



PVYSTCAL

. Li ifef:imel (Rocreatioaal) Ac tiviti

IRSE GOALS

(Inter-;

ont.

1

student is able to comp a donce
incorporating learned ce skills.

The student knows a variety of ways
which dance may he used as a medium
of expression (e.g emotion, mood,
force).

The student is able to communicate
ideas using the body as an instrume
of expression.

The student knows what constitutes
appropriate foot care for dancing on
various surfaces.

The student knows criteria for choosing
appropriate clothing for dancing
(e.g., purpose of dance, style, freedom
of movement).

The student knows that dancing can
contribute significantly-to physical
fitness characteristics such as

flex.7;bility, strength, and aeil ;_y

The student is able_ to analyze and

evaluate his performance in interpretive
dance.

u H K8 4
8

U it P65

P79

U 11

1

Kg

-7

K8

K7
18

3

4

8

P43 6

P47

Novewon

LcOmicIlw,

Psychow L.
pe r Ott

(C) Movement

technic:me:

(C) Psychomo L
per 1Torman,

(C) Movement

technique
(C) PsychomoI

performan

S' ,ty

(C) Fiuness,_

physical
(V1)Well-bein

phyliica 1.

Evaluatio
Performer,

level
I 3rowth an
developmo



Physica Fitness

COURSE COALS

PHYSICAL ED_KATION 137.

8. Physica1 Fitncsf:

The student knows the location and use
of print and nonprint materiels related
to physical fitness in physical educa-
tion (e.g., card catalog: "Physical
Fitness"; Reader's Guide: "F.ercise";
periodicals Fitness Newsletter,
Fitness forhi2J22a, President's Council
on Physical Fitness; area and building
audio-visual catalogs: "Physical
Fitness").

The student knows general ways in which
an efficient fitness level is maintained
including: exercise suited to indivi-
dual needs, regularity of exercise, and
moderation of activity with age.

Li 1(6

T U M 1(3

4

lb

(C) Resources,

fitness,
physical

(V1) Inquiry

(C) Fitness,

physical
(VI)Hall being,'

physical



Physical Fitness

PITYSICAT,DUCATION 1 3

COURSE GOALS

8.1 A itudea 8nd Values

PlUil K3

KS

I

4

lb (C) Fitap8:i,

physical

The student kuow values of maintaining
an efficient fitness level including:

physical well being throughout life, (V1 ) Well be 2;
efficient body growth and development, physical
and enhanced self-image. (V1)Growth N

developmc



Physical _mess

131).PHYSICAL EDUCAT-

COURSE COALS

in lxercises

The student knows the definition of
terms related to cor.ditioning exercises

including: muscular endurance, flex-
ibility, cardio-vascular endurance, and
strength.

The student knows the characteristics
of the conditioning exercises suitable
to his t wn needs.

The student knows reasons why condition-
ing exercises can increase one's self-
confidence and self-esteem.

The student knows how conditioning
exercises can contribute to positive
mental attitudes and emotional
stability.

The student knows that progressive

resistive exercises involving increased
work loads increase the level of fit-
ness.

The student knows that one's proficiency
in physical activity is increased

through conditioning exercises.

The student is able to perform condi-
tioning -exercises for the following
major muscle groups: (1) arm and
shoulder, (2) abdomen, (3) back, (4)
legs.

I LI K7

K8 4
5

7

Fitness ,

physical

(C) Fitness,

physical

(C) Fitness,
physical

(VI.) Self

confidence
(V1)Self esteem

(C). Fitness,

physical
(V1)Seif worth

(V1)Well being,

physical

(C) Fitness,

physical

(V1)Self worth

Performance
level

Fitness,
physical



1

8. Physical Fitness

PHYSICAL EDUCATION

COURSE GOALS

8.2 Conditioning Exercises Cont.)

The student knows theree are specific
conditioning exercises for each of the
following: endurance, flexibility,
aid strength.

I U H K7

The student is able to perform condi- I U 11 P65 2

tioning exercises for endurance,
flexibility, and strength.

3

6

.8

the student knows ways of increasing
strength including weight training,
self resistance, partner resistance,

and rope climbing.

the student knows reasons for a balance

I U R

U 11

K7

K8

K4 2

3etween flexion and extension of
auscles in conditioning exercises.

rho student knows that regular conch- I U H

K7

K4
:ioniag exercises for the heart make K7 4
Arculatery and pulmonary functioning
more efficient.

nie student knows that the work cape- P I U U K4

6

i

ity of the heart is increased by K7 6

:onditioning.

The student. knows that in conditioning I U H K8 5

!xercises certain practices should be
voided for safety and health reasons
sicluding: extreme fatigue, muscle
train,- and irregular conditioning.

he student knows the reasons for I 01H- KS

6

5

omfortable clothing And-shoes while
erformingconditioning exercises
ncluding:. freedom of movement-, venti-
ation.Of---bedY, SafetTinSPeCific
nvironMent..,

6

'Fitness ,

physical

(C) FitRess,

physical .

(V1)Well-bel4

pays Cal

C) Periorman(

level.

(C) Growth-1,S,,

-developmei

physical.

afety

(C) Safety.
(VI. We114)eiti

!::fiysLcal
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8. Physical icss

COURSE 60ALS

8.3 Physical Fitness SLin

St 4 7

ie student knows I:hay i!itness P

testing '1.2 dnsigned to emlnaLe a stu-

dent's slrongth, twility, endurance, and

tlexuilltv

The student knows thal_ physical Huness

testing is significant in detc;-iirang

one': dgreo ot fitness for his own

physilcal well-being.

The studell knows that physical fi"ness

testing rules are designed to make the

tests uniform For all those taking the
test.

The student knows that the urn "Lest

battery" refers to a igronp of tests

used in physical fitness testing.

it

I

P I U

K7

kg

K2

K7

I U 11 1<1

6

The student knows the skills involved P 1 U U X7 2

in the physical fitness test that he will `.* KS

he taking.

The titudent knows thnt physic:1i fitness

imn osaally incindes the following

equipment: (I') a ctopwlin:h, 0) measur-

ing tape, (3) measured couises, (A)

recording forms.

The student knows LL:it facilities for

physical fitness testing will vary

accordins to the test battery to he
administereth

The student knows that a thorough physi-

cal warm up prior to physical fitness

testing contributes both to perormance

and to safety.

The sLudent knows that facilities and

equipment should be so arranged and

planned as to prevent injury to"parti-

cipants tva physical fitness Lest
.

battery..-

P II K3 6

U fl WI 6

P I U II K7

1<8

K7

1<8

K9

pkyaiLdi

Fi

pnyn

1(.,) Physic:1

forma

Sofetv

!(C) Safety



Physical. jiss

COiiISE GOAl.S

'LI cis Er)trcAT_

/ /
/

2-J /
'"-

i.tncss tesZest

P 1 It II K7 6

1

lke student knows that permanent records
of scores recorded on physical fitness
Lests can aid him in following his fit-

ness program.

be student knows that physical fitness
testing can 5e used as one of Cho guides

tot planning a program of health prac-
tices.

VIUH K7

KS

'.) (C) Fitness,

,-)hsien.1

The student L able to evaluate and v 1 U H V43 3 Lb
(-; ' rvaluaLioanalyze his performance on a physical

fitness test for the purpose of self-

improvement in the areas of strength,
endurance, and coordination.

P47 6 (C) Per:Orman

level
.

(v 1 Growth an

develop

.

.

..;

,,..

,

.

..., .

cc



Physical Hecnc_ion

(7.,01.11;SI-:16C.),AIS

f /
7

8h4 h r,',1 n int

the :1-aucle:IL uWS :Lit wei4L Lnlining

ad its OrigLs in i,411L L;I:c!ece,

knovN that eigli Iii. ting U

lhas been a rcgulrir ?.',.rein in the

IOlympic
51105

1

idi uL flulJ U v,eight training I ILI

-diced L,onciderable attention in the

irchabilitation programs atter rid
Nar Ti.
L

K6

K4

K6

The student knows the definition at U H tI
Icrms related to Vet 1015 gri pa used in 13

weight training laded log overhand,

underhand, and alternate,

The studcni cnows the definition of

conm rentInc. to weight
incinding pres:,, dead lift, curl,

squat, clean, snatch, jerk, and shrug.

:he s:t,edent-kncws that_ the following

weight training competitive skIlls are

evalaatd by internaLlonal rules: (1)

two hand press, (2) two hand clean and

jerk, (3) two hand snatch.

rhe aL,Iden knows tho Ouracteristics
of weight, training skills designed for

special dovel_pment or rehabilitation

of the arms including: straight arm

pelt-over, bent arm pull-over, lateral

raise with arms, upright rowing, press

behind neck, shoulder shrug, and reverse

curl.

Tbe cLudent knows the characteristics

ond approprote. Eons of weight training

skills deniocU for special development

r. rehabilitation of the legs including:

Lep, press', ankle extension, knee exceu-

sion and toe raises.

U Ii F.1

K3

K7

h K3

T4.7

K9

1-f ;7:4

K9

6

C) history,

spots

valuaLior

(C.) (1-(1wG -

devciopmen

(7rowth

devolopmec



LWICOLion

C 01 IP,SE COALS

.l.-'1 Welphl Tra.ininv (Cont.)

K7

KY

4 dovclopr;v:i

.

-; :he char:IcLoriic..,

nd appropriate Inrm nf weight: training

.,;1;ilk de,lined I91- wmcial development

or rehabilitation of the torso including

lnI.Lssi.. is exercise, back and side lift,
side hen,J.

Ihe !Itndchr ;:aows rhv breath control r II K3 1

procoeures for weight training. K8 6

lie --itocIPnt is able to execute various H If r65 2

deight liftin skilh3 using the appro- 3

priato form fnclading: press, curl,
snatch, jerk, isometrics.

6

8

rho HtudonL 4.s able to increase arm and I! H P65 1 (c) l'ituess,
Leg strength by applied weight training ,-, physical
31ci1l8. 3 (ti Performanel

6 level

(C) neasuremen1

he student is able to i:,f;:ease U H P65
.

t.C) ritaess,
durace 1w using,lie appropriateau u 1J physical

eight training exercises and sk 11s, ,!,

6

the student knows the equipment for a U 11 K3 9

.:eight frothing facility including:

padded tables,4xadded benches, sqnat
racks, leg press machine, 'Ciall pulleys,

stall bars, incline boards.

lie student know!--; the characteristics al-

deight training equipment including:
set of weights, weigh% machine,

U a

1(7

K3

R7

6

.

Hydraulic cylinder machine.

.

1

1



6. tft,

C01.111SI-: GOALS

1tf a ( L.:)1) )

f I

i The sroJe:Ii knows ftat wrcm-np exercises

1

aro an nt HI oir,mlent woight
training satetv.

i

I Tlio stvicLnL k )W Ha. LK- ay;propriar
, form for hod./ mechanics sli Ika he

foaowed for safe use s weight tra.i.ning.

studeot knows (lie pHun nicti of

safety- involved in ti,o use of hspotters
in weight tcaining.

The student knows ihi Ut JUt nn of

safety involved in H: use h. xaduaL,
wei0Ls or repetitions fur weight
training

The: student knows that fol: safo use the

weight training area should be free of
,_obstacies.

The student knows that woight training'

equipment and inciliLics anol,11(1 ho

kept clean to help pr,veof spread of

communicable discases.

The stuOent knows that a desirable

health practice for wcight training
is to have a well-vetitilal:ed Eacitity.

The student imows the characteristics

and approprate form of weight training
exercises designed to develop muscular

and cardio-respiratory enduranoc
includingi sit-ups, half sit
pusb-ups, s:xaddle chin, hops, end mile
run,

;

.1(

j

K3

KB

U 1 1 K3 !

KS

U 1-1 K3 I

K8 I

K3

K3

)

7

3

6

ho I

1.



Physical HAness

COURSE k..;OALS

Wei...,ht Trailliftl (Cot

PHYSICAL i

Tho student_ knows that.' the following
are weight training skills that can be
tostod with maximum weight: sit-ups,
'wick hvportunslon, two-hand press,
two-hand curl, squat, bench press,
and 1)o01 rowitw.

('ho LWILU i oh to to apply the

principles of weight lilting in
analyzing and evaluating his progress
by: increasing weight Lolerance,

progressive number of repetitions,

and utilizing a variety of apparatus.

U 11 K3

K7

Kb

P43

P 4 7 3

1S0
0111phyival

(C) Evnimolion
(c) l' 1100

level

(C) kvatmation

(C1 PerIormaocQ
levA

.0(t)Cuowcb ,trid

deveLopmvol



Physic:IL Fi:T1

V

.011 F;SE COAL

JoQvin-

Th(' fitudnt knowN ::hat jo3zOng

0,-linaLed as ri means to improve level

of fitness.

The studeriLknlw:i !Alc Fitness benefits

of conlAuued onilH including:ivcil cArd1_,-)--c,_:,Tirat,,r7 efficiency

and incron:-;ed icy strength.

The student knx,:s the elouKTa:s o

jominy inauding: body po:ation,

arm position, length oF step, arid

deep brQat.bing.

The stude,lt. know, Ow appropriat

posture for jogging inel.udix,: head up,

body straiht, and ar= relaxed.

:itodent lolowci that clothing Lor

joghing shoulV be appropriate to climate],

Thu student kn.s tho health and sale!ty
hazards of wearing ruhberd nr
plastic clothtag jor4z1,11 such

ovrhenting, hyperventilation, and
dehydratio:

I' 1 U i

1,2

Tbe student kilowb that the appropriate I' 1 U Kl

length of a s!..cp in logging has the

foot strikit Jle ground directly

beneath the knee,

The student knows exercises appropriate P 1 U 1 Kl

For jogging warm-ups.

The studeot knows the ilmor':ance of P 1 U II Kl-

decpbreathing while jogging.

6

8

6

9

6

2. (f.) Sa fty

(C)

6

1 (V 1) Well- 'Lied

plr5sic.,1

1

0-) Litnes,.

6 (V1)11-b6'il
s:



Physical Ft.thcs:;

Cnt,THSE GOALS

NYSICAL EDUCALON

P I U ii i:2 3 iC) ;ai-.:tvTho student knos that for safety
jogging is done aL ono 's own pacc 1(4 4 (C) ritness,

5 nhvsicll
7

The student know his level or P T U H K1 2 '!:) 3atoiy
ondurance while jogging. 5 (C) vi thus:4,

6 physical

The student. 15 ahte Lo evaluate and I U H P43 2 (C) Evaluation
analyze his current level of jogging 3 (C) Performance
2erformanee: 6 level

8 (V1)(1rowth and
. devolopmonL

,..--.

.
.

.
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